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Abstract: With an accelerated number of road vehicle in China, traffic accidents 
are increasing as well. In order to avoid those accidents and offer customers an 
added security and flexibility, vehicle healthcare services are needed. The partner 
company for this thesis is Wanxiang, a Chinese corporation that delivers brake 
systems to many of China’s vehicle manufacturers. In addition, Wanxiang uses a 
vehicle healthcare measuring device to provide diagnostic information during 
testing and development of other car systems. The purpose with this thesis is to 
investigate the potential for Wanxiang to deliver its business to Chinese car owners, 
who want to have a diagnostic check and high level of availability of their cars. The 
outcome of this thesis is a new PSS-based service scheme for Wanxiang based on 
both Chinese customer needs and creative used diagnostic data. The result shows 
that the new solutions not only create more additional services, which customer are 
concerned about, but also establishes a new network of stakeholders such as, 
insurance companies, maintenance stores, with a view to maximize the profit. 

Keywords: Product-service system, vehicle-healthcare, business potential, failure 
diagnostic 
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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

Wanxiang Qianchao(Shanghai) Automotive Systems Co., Ltd. is a listed company and 
a subsidiary of Wanxiang Group. Company activities focus on the two parts the R & D 
(Research and Development) center and a manufacturing workshop. The company 
invests balanced assets between the two parts. Wanxiang provides professional 
Automotive Brake Systems products and solutions (Wanxiang 2014)  

Simultaneously, they also invest in developing vehicle-healthcare monitoring system to 
test a vehicle’s performance. The vehicle-healthcare device has been adopted to support 
the company in-house development work, which means that Wanxiang has not offered 
it to the market.  

This vehicle-healthcare device is composed of both hardware and software. Developers 
primarily focus on developing the software which can control the hardware to collect 
different signals of the vehicle such as, noise, vibrations, temperature, vacuum pressure, 
and pipe pressure. The collected signals can be used to diagnose the performance of the 
vehicle and judge if it is going to get "ill", and to assess at an early stage if there is a risk 
of failure. One of the group’s members, Yunlei Zhang, is the product developer at 
Wanxiang. According to the information from Yunlei Zhang, when Wanxiang develops 
a product it does not consider about the PSS concept, they only pay attention to how the 
product’s functions can satisfy customers requirements. They rarely consider service 
development at the same time when they start working on product development (i.e., 
they do not implement their work based on PSS). Therefore, this is a good opportunity 
to develop a PSS-based model for Wanxiang to sell the test results to new customers. 

The purpose of the work is investigating the new business potential for Wanxiang to 
deliver its vehicle diagnostic service to Chinese car owners. The service will be the 
embedding result-oriented PSS concept to support Wanxiang selling the result of 
vehicle-healthcare monitoring, instead of selling a tangible product. We will analyze 
the companies, which are working based on result-oriented PSS. 

Research design 

The goal of the thesis is that build a PSS-based service scheme to Wanxiang. The thesis 
work based on the vehicle-healthcare device, the information from Wanxiang’s contact 
person, and car users’ experience. We come up our research question, which is: 

What service scheme based on result-oriented PSS can be profitable to help this 
company sell the vehicle diagnostic result? 
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For this question, we first did a lot research to know what the benefit can get by 
applying PSS in a business, and understand the PSS-using companies’ current reality. 
Then interview Wanxiang’s contact person to be clear about its business status. Finally, 
make survey for car users to figure out customer’s needs. 

Method 

To accomplish our purpose and answer those questions we researched information of 
PSS companies based on a benchmarking process, classified those companies’ 
solutions and measurements as well as summarized the benefits of PSS applications. 
The outcome of this benchmarking process serves as the baseline to inspire our further 
work. Whilst we interviewed Wanxiang’s contact person and obtained information 
about Wanxiang’s internal work processes as well as the challenges of the operation 
process based on the vehicle-healthcare device. The interview helped us clearly 
understand Wanxiang’s current reality and the key requirements of professional vehicle 
diagnostics processes. In addition, the contact person stated the company’s measures, 
which are used to ensure and move towards their social missions, and sustainability 
vision, such as Wanxiang has professional team to direct lean production 
manufacturing and also try to reduce energy use. 

Before we construct the PSS-based service scheme for Wanxiang the vital importance 
is to figure out customer needs, as we mentioned in introduction part the customer 
experience is necessary to the thesis work. Hence, we designed the survey which built 
upon the concepts of product element and service element of PSS, journey mapping, 
and always keep customer perspective in mind. 

Benchmarking and survey accomplished the comprehensive customer need finding. It 
is the cornerstone to proceed with QFD, but Wanxiang has not come into use the device 
in Chinese market, we simplify QFD down to efficient way to dig further and transform 
customer needs into company requirements. 

Result 

While designing the result-oriented PSS-based service scheme using the information 
from the previous steps, we come up with the solutions to satisfy car users’ needs. We 
also suggest which companies Wanxiang can build network with them. 

In the survey, we uncover the customer needs, and the results put forward a new scheme 
that includes many targeted services catered towards the users. Such as monitoring 
games, health reports, a customized dashboard. In this way, Wanxiang has a more 
attractive portfolio of services rather than merely a device. A benefit with these services 
is that they promote selling the vehicle diagnostic service. 

The new scheme created a situation that attract stakeholders into a network, provide 
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many branched services to fulfil customer needs and their expectations. It builds a 
bridge between technical data and the customers. Customers can solve the vehicle 
problem with assistance of this data and get a deeper knowledge of their own car. In 
addition, the new scheme constructs a platform for the engineers to keep updating the 
diagnostic system as well, as long as the users put forward requests, they could make a 
customized solution for them in a short time. 
This thesis suggests Wanxiang focus on selling the vehicle diagnostic result rather than 
selling the device itself, put more efforts to create or utilize its functions to fulfill 
customer potential needs. Since it emphasizes the service, not pursuit the numbers of 
device, as a result the reduced number of diagnostic devices contributes to Wanxiang’s 
budget, reduction in energy and materials required, environmental protection in an 
indirect way as well. 

 

Figure 1.1The comparison between product and product service strategy 

Conclusion 

The study found that a PSS-based scheme has more potential ability to increase profit 
for Wanxiang compared with selling the device in a traditional way. In this way that 
creatively use the data including establish history database, offering health report, 
lifetime prediction, break component recycle to influence the customers into buying 
Wanxiang’s service. Traditional product-oriented schemes, on the other hand, waste 
significant money to invest research and developing but majority of the advanced 
functions, because the customer did not ask for them. Therefore, the PSS based-scheme 
is more benefit for Wanxiang and customers. 
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Glossary & Abbreviation 

PSSProduct-Service Systemdepicts a combination of hardware, software and service 
components in a compound service-based offer. 

Result-oriented PSS means companies offer a customized mix of services where the 
producer maintains ownership of the product and the customer pays only for the 
provision of agreed results (Thompson and Larsson 2011). 

Sustainability is the philosophy about how biological systems stay on diverse and 
productive. Generally, sustainability refers to the survival of systems and processes. 
The organizing principle for sustainability that is sustainable development, which 
includes the four interconnected domains, ecology, economics, politics and culture 
(Magee 2013). 

Innovation can be the introduction of something new and can be a new method, new 
idea or a new invention promotes some process in social.  

The vehicle-healthcaredevice a device is developed and made by Wanxiang. The 
device is used to support Wanxiang’s internal work, test their productions. The most 
important function to Wanxiang is that the device can test velocity, deceleration, 
displacement, line pressure, vacuum degree, pedal pressure, pedal travel, vibration 
and noise of brake shaft part.  

Vehicle-healthcare is a metaphor for the vehicle diagnostic test, the types of test 
include velocity, deceleration, displacement, line pressure, vacuum degree, pedal 
pressure, pedal travel, vibration and noise of brake shaft part, etc. 

OBD On-Board Diagnostics is an automotive term referring to a vehicle's 
self-diagnostic and reporting capability. OBD systems give the vehicle owner or 
repair technician access to the status of the various vehicle sub-systems. The amount 
of diagnostic information available via OBD has varied widely since its introduction 
in the early 1980s' versions of on-board vehicle computers. Early versions of OBD 
would simply illuminate a malfunction indicator light or "idiot light" if a problem was 
detected but would not provide any information as to the nature of the problem. 
Modern OBD implementations use a standardized digital communications port to 
provide real-time data in addition to a standardized series of diagnostic trouble codes, 
or DTCs, which allow one to rapidly identify and remedy malfunctions within the 
vehicle (OBD Solutions 2016).  
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OBD-II The OBD-II standard specifies the type of diagnostic connector and its 
pin-out, the electrical signaling protocols available, and the messaging format. It also 
provides a candidate list of vehicle parameters to monitor along with how to encode 
the data for each.  

CompactRIO is a reconfigurable embedded control and acquisition system. It is the 
system in the Wanxiang’s vehicle diagnostic device.   

FPGA is Field-programmable gate array that is an integrated circuit. It is embedded 
in CompactRIO (i.e. the vehicle diagnostic device) to translate and process the 
collected data, and then the real-time data continually access and store in the vehicle 
diagnostic device. 

Benchmarking is the comparison of one organization's practices and performance 
against those of others.  

Journey mapping is a tool companies use to help them see what their customers truly 
want (Walker 2012). 

4S Store is authorized car dealership, it is also called 4S car shops. The 4S are Sale, 
Sparepart, Service and Survey (CKGSB Knowledge 2011). 

Customer value is the comparison between the cost and benefits that customers can 
get from one product or a service, or both product and service. The benefit is that 
customers can get; it is not the value of customer to business.  

QFD - Quality Function Deployment is a technique to translate the “voice of the 
customer” and customer requirements into specifications and systematically flow down 
the requirements to lower levels of design, parts, manufacturing, and production 
(Haskin 2011). 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis is a report where MSPI (Master in Sustainable Product-Systems Innovation) 
students devote themselves to the PSS (Product-service System) concept. In this thesis, 
authors focus on how to integrate PSS basic concepts with inner workings and 
management philosophy of enterprise. Thereby, the enterprise gets more competitive 
capacity than traditional companies do. In this way, authors choose Wanxiang as the 
enterprise they corporate with. 

1.1 Background 

In modern society, the car is one of the most common transportation tools in the world. 
Increasing number of car users keeps growing in China.  

Wanxiang Group Company has been committed to sustainability development of 
enterprises, and their work depends on "manage information technology, service 
network, brand development, cooperative globalization of capital markets" as the 
goal.  

Their ambition is to be the vehicle healthcare service leader in China and be a 
world-class company. Their mission includes taking responsibility fromtraffic safety, 
health and environment; their professional R & D capability, lean operations 
management and continually innovation provide high quality products and service for 
customers. At the same time Wanxiang would take care of their employees, pay off to 
their shareholders and other stakeholders. The company delivers Automotive Brake 
Systems (ABS) products and solutions had collaboration with Kunming University of 
Science and Technology to develop Vehicle-Healthcare device (Wanxiang 2014). 

To ensure Wanxiang’s brake system product that quality is always in a reliable status, 
the company designed and have been using the vehicle-healthcare device in their 
interior testing work. It emphases they take responsibility from traffic safety of their 
products, in addition to Wanxiang provides this vehicle-healthcare diagnostic testing 
service to their clients, General Motors and Shanghai Volkswagen. Moreover, the 
company can do more for social secure, not only provide the professional test service 
to few clients, but also offer it to car users. Wanxiang has mature technology to 
process the vehicle-healthcare diagnostic testing for enterprises, it presents they must 
have more accurate testing information and customized service than common car 
maintenance or relative test stations for clients, so that Wanxiang also can provide this 
service to general car users.  

Currently, Wanxiang more focuses on product of their work, and they have not used 
PSS yet. Embedding result-oriented PSS concept in Wanxiang’s business must help 
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the company skip manufacturing process and avoid material consumption. Actually, 
car owners do not really need the vehicle-healthcare device, the typical reasons are the 
customers are not familiar with professional knowledge or the functions of this device, 
and the cost of the device is expensive for them (the information from Wanxiang’s 
contact person, please see Appendix 1). 

1.2 Research overview 

The goal of the thesis is to provide a service scheme to Wanxiang, which is designed 
based on result-oriented PSS concept. The work contains two phases which include 
collecting useful information from existed PSS business companies, the information 
serves as the basis to build the PSS-based service scheme. According to the 
understanding of PSS application and choose methods support the study process to 
achieve the goal. 

The vehicle-healthcare device is expensive so that not every car owner could afford it, 
and Wanxiang’s work has not based on PSS concept. Hence we consider Wanxiang 
could sell the test result from vehicle-healthcare device, this approach could fit car 
owner’s needs and avoid they need pay for the expensive product (i.e. 
vehicle-healthcare device).To sell the test result in terms of PSS-based service scheme, 
we select the most suitable result-oriented PSS type as the core of our thesis work.  

Result-oriented PSS is selling a result or capability instead of a product (Larsson 
Thompson 2011), in our task Wanxiang can sell the vehicle-healthcare test result 
instead of the vehicle-healthcare device. From car users’ perspective, they buy the test 
result but not the expensive device which requires professional engineers to operate. 
As for Wanxiang the company avoids to invest huge founding into manufacture the 
vehicle-healthcare device. 

Considering that the company has not offered this device in the market, offering a 
result-oriented PSS-basedservice scheme is one way to support Wanxiang’s work as 
our research question asks: 

What service scheme based on Result-oriented PSS can help this company sell the 
vehicle diagnostic result? 

To build the service scheme,the work needs to understandhow other companies use 
PSS concept in their work and what they deliver to the market. Then figure out a way 
to build the service scheme and satisfy customer’s needs in order to make profit by 
delivering the service to Chinese market.  

Regarding Wanxiang’s current business status that the company is not using PSS 
concept, hence, our task is that build the PSS service scheme which can bring benefits 
to both them and customers. 
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To understand Wanxiang’s vision and business ambitions, attempt to know the 
company’s product, service and social missions. As Wanxiang’s contact person said, 
the company is one of the biggest suppliersof automotive brake system in China; they 
take responsibility of their product quality. To satisfy Wanxiang’s company internal 
needs and its clients’ needs, they developed this vehicle-healthcare device. We found 
out the reason of Wanxiang develop the device is that comparing with other similar 
devices, Wanxiang’s device costs much less.  

1.3 Goal and scope 

Goal 

This thesis aims to establish a PSS-based service scheme for Wanxiang group to sell 
their vehicle-diagnostic result. In other words, this service scheme is based on 
result-oriented PSS concept. 

Depending on customer perspective, result-oriented PSS business is an opportunity to 
both Wanxiang and customers, which can bring less energy consumption, less 
environment influence, less product to satisfy more or at least same customer need. The 
PSS service scheme is helpful for Wanxiang to achieve their mission environment part. 

Right now, the vehicle-healthcare device is only used inside the company; the function 
is to test the performance of vehicle parts that Wanxiang offer in the market. Wanxiang 
is planning to provide the test result for customers but have provided neither this 
product nor the related service to the customers; on the other hand, they have not 
applied the PSS concept in their offerings. 

Depending on marketing needs, company strategy and mission; authors’ work is 
necessary for them to figure out a service scheme based on resulted-oriented PSS 
concept to support Wanxiang’s offerings. 

Scope 

The scope of this thesis is based on the Wanxiang’s current condition and the Chinese 
vehicle market. With all the exploration concerning the issue of the unmet needs for 
vehicle owner, the focus will be how Wanxiang could creatively use the data to fulfil 
customers. Attempt to change the product based thinking to PSS (product services 
system) oriented and finally come out a PSS based scheme for Wanxiang. The survey 
and interview object cover from the engineer work in Wanxiang, friends who own a car, 
random chose the driver in China. 
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Limitation 

PSS is a new concept for most corporation in developing country such as China. 
Therefor, this thesis will just focus on the design phase. Put forward a new scheme as a 
reference to Wanxiang. This project does not take real immediate action but just 
provide a recommendation. 

PSS is still a fresh concept in China now, so persuade more and more capable 
stakeholders join in and contribute to building the win-win product service system 
together may need more time and future studies. 

Although technologies have been matured and developed services are all based on 
survey, it still gets feedback from customers after use to verify if it works as expected 
and potentially to take corresponding measures. This is also outside the scope of the 
work. 

Target audience 

1. Wanxiang’s top management and developing engineers 

2. Potential stakeholders such as insurance company, 4S Shop, car rental companies, 
component recycle center. 

3. Chinese car owners 

4. Academics 
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2 Methods 

In this part, we introduce adopted methods, which include journey mapping, survey, 
QFD, Brainwriting and Service investigation of Torque, DiNA. In addition, we 
illustrate how these methods help us to find out the feedback, interpreted user needs and 
solutions.  

2.1 Benchmarking 

Benchmarking is a common method that is applied to compare one’s business 
performance to others, and the comparison can guide the users to improve their own 
work (Fifer 1989). In benchmarking process, the first step is to identify the object that 
will be benchmarked, and then determine the gap to target the future performance. In a 
sum, it is an approach to improve a business performance by learning from the best 
practices (Tucker, Zivan, and Camp 1987).  

In this case, Wanxiang develops the vehicle diagnostic device to support their internal 
work, and uses the device to do vehicle inspection for its clients. The thesis is required 
to figure out a way to provide the inspection service to car users instead of directly 
selling the device. The benchmarking focuses on technical and service areas.  

In thetechnical area, the thesis benchmarks On-board diagnostics (OBD), to understand 
the differences between Wanxiang’s vehicle diagnostic device (CompactRIO) and 
OBD.  

In the service area, Wanxiang has only focused on product. The thesis benchmarks the 
services from Torque and DiNA, to investigate how the two companies to provide their 
services to car users.  

2.2 Journey mapping 

Journey mapping is a service design tool and for analyzing the value customers get 
from their experience. It is also a framework helps company figure out 
customer-desired service. In general, it maps out the journey throughout customers’ 
experience. Companies will see different touch points when they try to describe the 
customer journey. The touch points show customers’ and companies’ interactions, 
includes exchanged information, the feedback of companies’ service and transaction 
between the company and customers. Hence, customer journey map is an efficient tool 
to understand customer’s current situation and helpful to company realizes the factors 
that drive customers want the company’s product or service. The common way to map 
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out customer journey map is to construct a timeline according to customers’ experience. 
This timeline consists of 5 steps: Discover, Compare, Consider, Commit and Retain; 
which are aimed at finding and selecting the best options to satisfy customers’ needs, 
identifying solutions to construct customers’ loyalty, and helping companies make 
decisions to develop partnerships. (The Bigdoor Blog 2013).  

Users need to notice that Journey mapping has no particular approach or fixed 
framework. The journey mapping format depends on users’ particular situation, 
selecting an appropriate format to map out the best map. Journey mapping is adopted to 
design a survey questionnaire as the guideline in research phase; it promotes company 
to get better understanding of customer desired product and service. At the same time, 
the company can capture more profit to pay off their stakeholders. (Walker 2012).  

We use journey mapping as a guideline to map out our survey, because this approach is 
useful to figure out solutions for product and service areas as we mentioned in above 
content. 

2.3 Survey 

Survey is the word used most often to describe a method of gathering information from 
a sample of individuals. This “sample” is usually just a fraction of the population being 
studied (Scheuren 2004). The method is for collecting quantitative information about 
one particular topic, item or project. Our research goal is to establish a service scheme 
to Wanxiang, the work has to be supported by customer needs. Survey is selected as the 
method to collect customers’ feedbacks in order to figure out the customer needs. 

Wanxiang has not offered the vehicle diagnostic service to car owners in Chinese 
market yet. People are not familiar with this vehicle diagnostic device and its service. 
In order to capture the most information about what is relative to car owners we 
designed a survey to know what car owners want most. The survey focused on 
customer experience of general diagnostic servicein China to understand customer 
needs. In addition, considering the competitive power of the vehicle-healthcare device 
business, the survey needs to have an insight into how Wanxianglet customers know it 
can provide better vehicle-healthcare service. In this case, we want to know how much 
knowledge customers know about their car and vehicle diagnostic, and what the most 
care factors from the vehicle diagnostic service are. To gather car owners’ suggestions 
and feedback the survey includes open-ended questions. Moreover, the work focuses on 
Chinese market so that the survey consists of both Chinese and English versions. The 
full survey can be found in Appendix2.  

Using online survey webpage for convenience collect survey data, we set up the survey 
outcome formats for each question. When the survey time is completed, the webpage 
can automatically generate the survey outcome in different formats for each question as 
we set.  
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There are a few biases and resources of inconsistencies in the survey. Firstly, from the 
feedback of the survey, some respondents have only car-using experience but have no 
any car. Because this kind of respondents are not car owners they may have no any car 
inspection or vehicle diagnostic service experience, their answersare not completely 
reliable. Moreover, this survey did not categorize the experience levels of respondents. 
The survey data cannot react if the respondent is new car owners or experienced car 
owners, the experienced car owners have clearer requirements of vehicle-healthcare 
testing. The scope experienced car owners might be too narrow, it could decrease the 
value of the feedbacks.  

After finishing survey collection process, we viewed the survey outcome online. It 
consists of many different formats as chart, for ended-up question can view the 
response. Thesedata support our survey analysis work, which we compare the charts 
and categorize the response of ended-up questions. 

2.4 Quality function development – QFD 

Quality function deployment (QFD) isdeveloped by Dr. Yoji Akao in 1966, it is 
identified as a method to translate the consumer’s needs into design targets, and it is an 
approach to assure the design quality in product design stage(Akao 1994). 

The general QFD consist ofeight parts, which are customer needs, importance of 
customer needs, competitive analysis, supplier responses, relationship matrix, 
interaction, targets and gap analysis, importance of supplier responses. The eight parts 
are presented in form of the planning matrix or “house of quality” (Crow 2005).  

The QFD process includes listing the customer needs, simultaneously, weighting the 
listed needs and marking them with your criteriawhich can be established by the users’ 
team. Then it goes to analyze the supplier responses and show them in the 
relationshipmatrix. Subsequently, usersneed to build the relationship matrix between 
each supplier responses and every customer needs by analyzing the needs and 
requirement. Likewise, the interactions among different requirements are supposed to 
be shown as well. At last, the usersare required tomeasure the importance among the 
different requirements, at the same time, competitor analyzing is also needed for QFD 
(Crow 2005). 

2.5 Brainwriting 

Brainwriting is a helpful tool especially for a team who don’t like to deliver thoughts in 
the discussion. It is also effective with a big team to contribute their ideas without any 
negative impacts (Levitt and Housley 2002). 
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Figure 2.1Brainwriting guide 

 How to use it 

The following context shows the Brainwriting working process (Wilson 2013): 

1. Make a brainstorming chart for everyone 

2. Share same language and define the problem  

3. Write ideas within limited time 

4. When the preset time is up, everyone passes the chart to the one next to you 

5. Repeat step 3, 4 for at least 4 times, the repeat number usually equal with the number 
of group members.  

 The benefits of Brainwriting  

Brainwriting enables every teammate contribute their ideas without any arguments, it’s 
an excellent method to exchange ideas by passing paper, as a result it promotes the 
speed of coming up new ideas as well.  

2.6 Business model canvas 

Business model canvas is a tool that helps people build a business model. The canvas 
consists of nine basic building blocks, which expresses how a company can make 
profit. The nine blocks cover the four main areas of business: customers, offer, 
infrastructure, and financial viability. The business model canvas consists of the nine 
blocks: Customer Segments, Value Propositions, Channels, Customer Relationships, 
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Revenue Streams, Key Resources, Key Activities, Key Partnerships, and Cost 
Structure (The business model canvas is in Appendix 3), and the nine building blocks 
are explained in the following content (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 44): 

 Customer Segments sample the different groups of people or organizations, 
which the business aims to reach and serve. 

 Value Propositionsdescribe what the values are that the business can create for 
its customer segments. 

 Channels are the paths that the business can communicate with and reach 
customer segments to deliver a Value Proposition.  

 Customer Relationshipsdescribe the relationships which the business has with 
its customer segments.  

 Revenue Streams mean the cash a company generates from each customer 
segment in a business. 

 Key Resources mean the most important asserts which allow the business to 
create and offer a value proposition. 

 Key Activities are the most important actions an enterprise must take to operate 
successfully.  

 Key Partnerships describe the network of suppliers and partners to optimize a 
business model, reduce risks, or acquire resources. 

 Cost Structure presents the costs to operate a business model. 

The business model canvas is used to outline the business potential of the 
vehicle-healthcare servicefor Wanxiang.However, the goal of the thesis is building a 
service scheme to Wanxiang. Since the contact person does not provide any 
information of cash inflow, the business model canvas is not going into the cost 
estimation.  
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3 Theory 

In this section, authors introduced the theories they used in this thesis. The concept of 
PSS (Product Service System), Sustainability, Innovation, and OBDwere introduced in 
this section. 

3.1 Product service system – PSS 

It is a possibility to attack the sustainability dilemma on the level of changing 
consumption patterns and affecting the innovation process in developing products and 
services (Mazini et al. 2001). This part explains why product-service system (PSS) is 
one way to provide opportunity for industry companies bring benefit to environment 
and achieve sustainability, as well as what the connection is between PSS and 
Wanxiang. 

PSS consists of three elements, product element, service element, system element 
(Goedkoop et al. 1999).We always keep three elements into the whole thesis work, for 
instance, benchmarking part select PSS using companies to research current market 
information; embed product and service elements into survey design; consider all three 
PSS elements to construct the PSS service scheme. 

In traditional way, companies more focus on products and how they can extend the 
product functions to attract customers. But in many situations of real life it is not 
necessary that customers need to own the product, they may only need use the product. 
This situation emphasizes provide the use rather than deliver the physical product, in 
general terms, what business puts on a market is described as an ‘offer’, ‘offering’, or 
‘value proposition’. Such an offering or value proposition can be anything from a 
product, a service, to whatever else a client is willing to pay for. (Tukker and Tischner, 
2006)  

PSS is the network which offers a mix of ‘tangible’ product and ‘intangible’ service. 
There are three different PSS types (Thompson et al. 2011):  

1) Product-oriented PSS, it is close to traditional format to sale product, but it offers 
additional service to customers, such as after-service and maintenance to increase 
product useful life;  
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2) Use-oriented PSS, this PSS type are usually used in leasing, customer just need to 
buy the use or the functions of the product, customers do not need to buy the 
physical product. Such as leasing construction equipment;  

3) Result-oriented PSS, customers pay for the result who do not care about the 
process. For example, customers only pay for the cleaned clothes from laundry; 
they do not need to know which machine the laundry has or how the staff cleans the 
clothes. In addition, the provider has the final say how they desire to deliver the 
result (Wangphanich 2011). 

According above content we can say that satisfy customers’ needs by PSS is better than 
traditional way. Because when a company uses both product and service instead of in 
traditional way by only sale product, PSS adds ‘service’ so than satisfy customers’ 
needs less ‘product’, so PSS has the potential to reduce environmental impact (Baines 
et al. 2007). In this case, fewer products mean less materials consumption, less 
manufacturing process, save more energy and bring positive effect to environment. 

3.2 Sustainability 

There are various definitions of sustainability, the most well known definition of 
sustainability is from the United Nations’ Brundtland Commission, which claimed 
“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.”(Brundtland 1987). 
Sustainable development is not only talking about ecological situation (Allen et al. 
1993), to clarify the potential complications to the original definition of sustainability, 
the recognition of sustainability has been identified in three aspects of sustainable 
development(Holmberg 1992) (Reed 1997) (Harris et al. 2001):  

Economic: an economically sustainable development enables to produce goods 
and service on a continuing basis, to maintain manageable levels of government 
and external debt, and to avoid extreme sectorial imbalances which damage 
agricultural or industrial production. 

Environmental: An environmentally sustainable system must maintain a stable 
resource base, avoiding over-exploitation of renewable resource systems or 
environmental sink functions, and depleting non-renewable resources only to the 
extent that investment is made in adequate substitutes. This includes maintenance 
of biodiversity, atmospheric stability, and other ecosystem functions not ordinarily 
classed as economic resources.  
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Social: A socially sustainable system must achieve distributional equity, adequate 
provision of social services including health and education, gender equity, and 
political accountability and participation. 

In addition, within global social-ecological system, the definition of sustainability is 
based on the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD). The FSSD is 
the application of the Five Level Framework (5LF) for planning in complex systems to 
achieve sustainability (Waldron et al. 2008). In order to move towards sustainability, 
the social-ecological system needs to obey the four basic Sustainability Principles, the 
nature is not subject to systematically increasing: 

1. Concentration of substances which is extract from the crust of earth should not be 
increased. 

2. Concentration of substance which is manufactured by society should not be 
increased. 

3. Degradation of nature shouldnot be increased. 

Human are not allowed to decrease other’s capacity to meet their needs, for example, 
we cannot use too much natural resources lead to our future generation have nothing to 
use (Robèrt1991) (Holmberg 1995)(Robèrt et al. 2010).  

The thesis work intends to figure out one way, which is based on the result-oriented 
PSS concept, to deliver vehicle diagnostic result to car users instead of selling the 
diagnostic device. This act decreases the material needs, investment and pollution of 
manufacturing process, it reveals the potential sustainability benefit from PSS that will 
bring less environment impacts than traditional product-oriented business.  

3.3 Innovation 

Innovation is identified as the better application of solutions (Maranville 1992), it can 
be an idea, a better product, a more effective process, when only they are already to 
deliver to markets, governments, and society (Frankelius 2009). In business and 
economics domain, to entrepreneurs, innovation is uninterruptedly seeking for 
improved solutions to satisfy their customers better (Heyne, Boettke and Prychitko 
1994). As for Wanxiang, the company is continually improving solutions for both their 
service and product in order to satisfy their consumer base and China’s market. Hence, 
the thesis is expected to provide innovation effort to their business by embedding 
result-oriented PSS concept. Since the car diagnostic device will be extremely 
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expensive to ordinary car users, then the thesis intends to figure out one innovative way 
to offer testing result rather than directly selling the diagnostic device to car users.  

3.4 Data logging 

Data logging is the process of collecting signals from real world and transforms the 
analog signals into digital signals which could display on the screen. The parts of data 
acquisition systems incorporate (Leens 2016): 

1. Sensors whichinterpret physical signals to electrical parameters. 

2. Analog-to-digital converters, which transform sensor signals to digitalvalues.  

Data logging play an important role in many different areas such as manufacturing, 
medicine, and the internet of things. It is a bridge between the real world and 
thecomputer world. This thesis focuses on collecting vehicle parameters and the 
traditional way to log data from vehicle called on-board diagnostic. 

On-board diagnostic (OBD) 

OBD stands for On-Board Diagnostics, which is a computer system found in modern 
vehicles. The function of an OBD system is to monitor emissions and diagnostic the 
engine system and fuel system. Before the standardized onboard diagnostics being 
released, each manufacturer had their own set of standards for OBD. The mechanics 
had to purchase expensive scan tools for each manufacturer. OBD-I was released in 
1987, and standardized onboard diagnostics, it had sensors that detected emissions. In 
1996, car manufacturers equip cars and trucks with OBD-II ports. Comparing with 
OBD-I, except the port is a new thing, the systems may vary slightly (MakeUseOf 
2016). 

The OBD-II connection is responsible for sending over the data come from Engine 
control unit (ECU). Within our operation, the vehicle is constantly monitoring 
Parameters regarding fuel system status, engine and vehicle speed, vehicle's O2 sensors 
status. If any parameter occurs with an error, the vehicle will light up its Check Engine 
light (OBD Solutions 2016) (OCTech 2014).  
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Figure 3.1OBD-II port and its check engine light 

The diagnostic trouble codes come from connection facilitate the mechanic to diagnose 
the issue which happened on the vehicle’s emission equipment and engine without too 
much time. There are hundreds of fault codes in the OBD-II standard regarding all 
information include fuel system and emission status.  

The fundamental purpose of the OBD-II connection is for testing emissions, the 
connector only offers the raw code for consumer who want to see what’s wrong with 
their car, in addition, they have to buy a scan tool to read the data and usually need to 
query code reference to find out the corresponding problem. After the problem solved it 
is requiring to clear the code from car’s memory so that the engine indicator light went 
off.  

Limitations of OBD-II 

The OBD-II data is limited to (Snap-on 2013) 

1. Emission diagnostic 

2. Problems related to malfunction indicator lamp 

3. In order to access to all available data in ECU you have to buy a scan tool 

4. Most of the OBD-II data is useless for customer  

5. In developing countries, not all the vehicle equipped with the connector. 

In order to overcome the limitations of OBD-II, Wanxiangadopted a new diagnostic 
product called CompactRIOwhich specifically for customers to collect data, and the 
company developed the vehicle-healthcare device based on CompactRIO.The 
hardware of CompactRIOis based on modular design, users can collect the data 
according to their interests by simply changing data acquisition card and corresponding 
sensors. 
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CompactRIO 

CompactRIO is a reconfigurable embedded control and acquisition system. The 
CompactRIO system’s rugged hardware architecture includes I/O modules, a 
reconfigurable chassis(National instrument 2012), and an embedded controller. This 
device can automatically collect data, process data and save all the data. It offers the 
configurable solutions, and versatile aspects of data acquisition application which 
contain alarms, triggers and analysis without programming.  

As shown above, a CompactRIO can be accommodated with different types of data 
acquisition cards so that it can collect many different signals. In our case, noise, 
vibration, temperature, pipe pressures, vacuum, pedal force, pedal movement were 
collected for Wanxiang(National instrument 2014). 

Sensors explanation of CompactRIO 

CompactRIO has eight slots to place data acquisition cards. Every data acquisition card 
corresponds to one or more signals. For example, one digital card could simultaneously 
collect pedal force, brake distance, pipe pressure. In Wanxiang they use 8 different 
acquisition cards that cover all the test requirements. The engineers have already 
connected sensors with the card well, and all the cards are plugged in the CompactRIO. 
So when we use the device, just put it in the car and startup, when this author did the 
research have been contacted with about seven different sensors such as GPS sensor, 
temperature sensor, vacuum sensor, pipe pressure sensor, vibration and noise sensor. 
What types of the sensors are needed depends on the test requirements. If there were a 
new need, the engineer would connect the corresponding sensor on the card. In this way, 
using this device could offer customized testing. 

3.5 Business model 

Business model is an effective tool for starting a new business.It serves as a concise 
working definition to clear up the complex association in business cases. A good 
business model is required to define the customers, customer value, how to make 
money, how to deliver value and set up an appropriate cost. However, business model is 
different from business strategy.Business model figures out how the business elements 
fit together, but business strategy is how to be different to build competitiveness among 
competitors (Magrette 2002).  

Business model is an outline for companies to commercialize new ideas and 
technologies, product and service, and help the company achieve their strategic goals 
(Al-Debei and Avision 2008, 7). Hence, a business model is essential in early stages 
and it is critical hypothesis before launching actions. This theory focuses on 
highlighting Wanxiang’s business potential of vehicle diagnostic service which based 
on its self-developed vehicle-healthcare device.  
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4 Results 

In this section, we present the results of benchmarking, survey, stakeholder analysis and 
QFD in a sequence. In addition, we use above results to build a final PSS service 
scheme for Wanxiang in terms of Historical records, Offline diagnostic, Online 
monitoring, Life prediction, Company cooperation. In order to highlight the business 
potential to Wanxiang, we selected business model canvas to outline the information 
what we have obtained. 

4.1 Results of benchmarking 

The results of benchmarking include the comparison between Wanxiang’s device and 
OBD system, and the learning results by checking Torque and DiNATechnology to 
investigate what services they deliver to customers. The information from 
benchmarking process serves as a part of the basis to build the PSS-based service 
scheme to Wanxiang. 

Comparing Wanxiang’s device with OBD-II 

The main function of OBD-II is monitoring the exhaust and vehicle internal parts such 
as oil pump, engine, and temperature.If any relative components break down, there 
would be an alarm to notice drivers seek professional maintenancecrews’helpas soon as 
possible. In general, the maintenance crews would read out the diagnostic trouble codes, 
and then judge the location of that fault, then suit the remedy to that case. In another 
word, OBD-II only detects something wrong until components have been broken 
meanwhile how bad the trouble is unknown. Further conclusion could not be made until 
more manual inspection.  

Wanxiang’s vehicle-healthcare device is CompactRIO, it collects the car’s parameters, 
processes data and stores data, and the engineers can design and make program to 
drive the device. By using CompactRIO could solve above issues, CompactRIO is a 
device which data acquisition, data processing, data storage set in one.According to 
the customer needs, engineers can install sensors on the parts of the car, which the 
customer cares about. Thereby they can decide the device functions for the needed 
parameters of cars. There is particular standard in Wanxiang’s database for each part 
of a car, engineers set up the standards as limitations for cars, when process test 
engineers can compare the parameters with these limitations.  

Since the vehicle diagnostic device uses FPGA(Field-programmable gate array) 
circuit, which is one type of configurable chip, it can give customized service to car 
users. For instance, velocity test, vibration test, braking system test, etc. During the 
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test process, the FPGA circuit will translate and process the collected data, and then 
the real-time data continually access and store in the vehicle-healthcare device. 

By using this vehicle diagnostic device, Wanxiang’s engineers can receive the data in 
a smartphone or atablet during the test process, or after finishing the test the data can 
be exported from the device for further analysis. Theengineers can compare the data 
with standards from database, judge the car’s ‘health’ situation, and analyze what 
factors generate the problems for the car. 

 

 Figure 4.1CompactRIO and data acquisition card 

Before using Wanxiang’s device, this preparation process requires a professional engineer to 
apply all the sensors and install the vehicle diagnostic device in a car. Then the device could 
collect data from the sensors and automatically process the data. The data is generated bythe 
pre-built codes, whichthe engineer deployed on FPGA chip of CompactRIO.All the needed 
data will be stored in CompactRIO. 

The engineer needs to complete the preparation process, which includes two parts: 

1)       Hardware preparation: put the sensor on the car components, which are going to 
be tested 

2)       System configuration: system initialization 

Usually a professional engineer needs fifteen minutes to complete the preparation 
process. Once the preparation for Wanxiang’s device is completed, the vehicle 
diagnostic process can be started. The device usually has two applications: 
maintenance crew testing and user testing 

Maintenance crew testing by Wanxiang’s device 

First step is guaranteeing all sensors involved in testing have been installed. Second 
step is installing the device in vehicle and startup. Then maintenance crew could drive 
the car to test site and do any kind of tests such as brake test, vibration test, accelerated 
test. During the test,the engineer could observe the dynamic data from device on their 
smartphone or tablet.Since the needed data are all saved into the device so that 
maintenance crew could read out all the data to do more comprehensive analysis. 
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User testing by Wanxiang’s device 

Users could select test by himself, according them own maintenance time drive their 
car to Wanxiang and rent the device (CompactRIO and sensors) in a cheap price, once 
installation had been done under maintenance crew’s help. Customers could drive the 
car outside to see if those concerned data are dynamic change in normal range. Then 
they can determine if it necessary to spend more money do a deeper analysis by 
maintenance crews while they return the device. In another case, if the car owner does 
not have time, the engineer can bring the device and install it in the car owner’s garage. 
After the testfinish, the engineer will take the device back or the car owners bring it to 
the maintenance store. 

The difference between above two applications is although the car users could use the 
device to judge if relative component operate well, but they could not judge what is the 
reason trigger that abnormality. However, the crews can judge both if it works well, and 
find out the trouble reason and estimate the level of damage by reading out all saved 
data and compare with standard value in database.   

The advantage of Wanxiang’s device in data acquisition 

Table 4.1 illustrates that OBD-II could only get a limited signal types which 
customers interested in for its fixed circuit structure on the vehicle. However, 
Wanxiang’s CompactRIO can capture much more types of signalsby replacing 
different data acquisition cards which are installed in the CompactRIO. In this way, it 
provides a base for developing a customized test scheme. For example, a customer 
wants to test the noise and pedal force of his vehicle, the engineer could insert the 
noise acquisition card and pedal force acquisition card in the CompactRIO, and start 
to test. 

Since the vehicle diagnostic device can collect many different types of data, 
Wanxiang can offer customized service to the customers. All the data should be 
generated in a report; which customers can understand what the problems their cars 
have. The report would be the end-product in the PSS service scheme. 
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Table 4.1 The comparison of data types between OBD and CompactRIO 

Product OBD Wanxiang’s CompactRIO 

Data type -Temperature 

-Fuel status (Fuel consumption) 

-Engine status(RPM) 

-Velocity 

-Throttle (Throttle position) 

-Exhaust gas emission 

 

-Noise 

-Vibration 

-Temperature 

-Pipe Pressure 

-Vacuum 

-Pedal force 

-Pedal movement 

-Position Latitude 

-Longitude 

-Velocity 

-Heading 

-vertical velocity 

-Brake & Distance 

-Longitudinal ACC 

-Lateral ACC 

-Radius of Tum 

-Distance 

The disadvantage of Wanxiang’s device in data acquisition 

However, comparing with OBD-II, there are limitations when to use CompactRIO (i.e. 
Wanxiang’s diagnostic device). CompactRIO uses FPGA the diagnostic process 
requires to set sensors on the tested car components, otherwise, the device cannot be 
able to collect data. Thereby before doing the vehicle diagnostic by CompactRIO, it 
always requires a professional engineer to deal with the preparation process. Car 
owners cannot complete the vehicle diagnostic without the help from Wanxiang’s 
professional engineers. It is not as simple as OBD-II that customers can get the 
diagnostic information by connecting the OBD port. In this case, the vehicle diagnostic 
device is not user friendly, i.e. the users must be educated to get the device working. 
Although Wanxiang’s device is attractive to many car owners who want high-level 
customized vehicle diagnostic service, there should be many customers prefer to a more 
user friendly device. 

In addition, there are the limitations of Wanxiang’s device in data acquisition. The 
device currently cannot give diagnostic testing to collect many signals, such as tire 
pressure data, the amount of brake fluid, and cleanout fluid. 

 

 

All the collected data could be saved by Wanxiang’s device 
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CompactRIO can save all collected original data but OBD-II cannot, the benefits of 
these saved data are obvious and Wanxiang’s engineers can use them to improve their 
work.For example: 

1. Using collected data to compare with standard value in database, in order to check 
the current condition of the testedcomponents. 

2. Using collected current data to compare with historical data in order to find out if 
component has the trend of damage 

Engineers can judge the condition of the car, and predict if the tested car parts have the 
trend of damage. Then the engineers can help car owners keep the car always in a good 
condition. In the results section, we will show what kind of services we developed 
based on these data.  

The example of using Wanxiang’s device 

 

Figure 4.2How to use the data from Wanxiang’s device 

After the maintenance crews installed the CompactRIO device in the car, the user can 
start the power supply of CompactRIO, the CompactRIO device is able to extract 
signals and process the signals. Then car users can use mobile devices to issue 
instructions to CompactRIO by Bluetooth, the mobile devices can be a smartphone, an 
iPad, etc. The instructions will control the device to start and finish collecting the data. 
The users can see the real time data on the mobile device. Currently, Wanxiang’s device 
more focus on testing speed, acceleration, fuel mass, temperature, vibration, noise, 
pedal pressure, tubing pressure, and vacuum.  

Since Wanxiang’s engineers established the database, the data of speed, acceleration, 
fuel mass, temperature, pedal pressure, tubes pressure, and vacuum degree. The data 
can be judged by checking it belongs to which range in the database. As for vibration 
and noise, it will be able to extract signal characteristic values and then compare the 
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characteristic values with standard values to judge the car’s condition.  

Regarding the result-oriented PSS concept, it points out the company can make profit 
by delivering the result rather than selling the device. The users can monitor and record 
real time data by mobile device, and the data will be displayed on mobile device. The 
data can be used to address the warning function, and generate a‘car health diagnostics 
report’. 

Service investigation of Torque and DiNATechnology 

After benchmarkingWanxiang’s device with OBD-II, we move to focus on what kind of 
services other companies had created according to these collected data.Therespective 
services from Torque and DiNA are listed as below: 

Torque  

Torque is an OBD-II performance and diagnostic tool for the devices which run the 
Android operating system. It allows users to access the many sensors with their 
vehicles Engine Management System; it allows users to view and clear diagnostic 
trouble codes. This tool is only works for the cars which are equipped with OBD-II 
diagnostic connector. Before using this tool, people need to complete its preparation. It 
includes installing Torque application in their Android devices; connecting an adapter 
to the OBD-II connector; then running the Torque application and connecting it to the 
adapter. After completing the preparation, users can see the dashboard in their Android 
device, and then can start the vehicle engine (Torque2014).  

To maintain the business, Torque developed the following items to its customers: 

 Build a customized dashboard  

 Make a black box for vehicle(use track recorder plug in to video the journey) 

 Send GPS marked tweets straightforward to twitter automatically (i.e., if you are 
driving the car on a long way trip) 

 Various supportive theme (select different themes to change the appearance of 
dashboard) 

 Enable to upload screenshots to Google+, Facebook, Email. 

 

DiNATechnology 

DiNA Technology is an Internet of Vehicle (IOV) solution provider. The company is 
located in Nanjing China. DiNA built the IOV which refers to communication among 
vehicles and public networks such as vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-road, 
vehicle-to-sensor, vehicle-to-human and interactions.Furthermore, the function of 
processing and computing, sharing and releasing data were all added onto information 
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platforms. Based on these data, the system can effectively guide and monitor vehicles, 
and provide many Internet application services for smartphone users(DiNA 
Technology 2014). 

 

Figure 4.3The internet of vehicle in DiNA 

DiNA hasdeveloped abundant service apps for customer with other stakeholders, such 
as vehicle scheduling, violation alarm, statistic of fuel, calling for help, etc. 

 

Figure 4.4 DiNA apps for customers 

Summary of the service investigation 

The results of the service investigation bring the inspirations to build vehicle services 
for Wanxiang. It indicatesthe direction we can follow in the future work. For example, 
the customized dashboard is an inspiration derived from one of Torque’s solutions and 
DiNA has built the internet of vehicles which could be a future objective for 
Wanxiang’s business. In addition, it makes sense to Wanxiang’s positioning and offers 
much reference for them to think about how Wanxiang works out its own way that 
distinguished from others’ services. 
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4.2 Survey result analysis 

From the interview from Wanxiang’s contact person,we realized that customer focus is 
weak at Wanxiang. Regarding a profit company, customer is the most important one 
among all stakeholders. The company has to concern what needs a customer has, and 
how to fulfill those customer needs. In this case, customer need finding is a key 
cornerstone to keep the right direction and to let Wanxiang know what kind of service 
customers would like to spend their money on. One way of capturingauthentic 
customer needs is to do a survey. Whenwe map out this survey, we keep PSS elements 
and journey mapping process in mind. The survey serves as the basis of customers’ 
needs finding analysis, since we more focus on product element and service element of 
PSS. According to our survey, more than 75% of the informants do not know about 
OBD-II, it is not popular in China. Hence, Wanxiang does not need to think about if 
OBD-II using companies can be competitive factor to attract customers or be any 
competitors.  

Most Chinese car users buy insurance for their car, because they can feel safer from this 
service product. Except insurance service, many informants periodically take their car 
to a vehicle diagnostic service, they prefer to know enough of their cars working 
conditions in time, some informant said if just check up the car when he feel it has 
problem already the expenditure must be a lot to fix it. In that regard, car owners want 
car check-up services to judge their cars’ working conditions and to avoid problems 
before they appear. Furthermore, the survey outcome shows users only want to know 
the information which they are interested, other information they think that just waste 
time. In this case, Wanxiang’s vehicle-healthcare device can deal with this problem, the 
device has an insight into if the vehicle has potential problem. After we know the most 
popular services among car users, we can consider which are possible to be the 
cooperators with Wanxiang. Wanxiang can see the strength of the vehicle-healthcare 
device in forecasting potential car problems. Wanxiang also understand car users want 
customized services. The three factors can help our stakeholder analysis and build PSS 
service scheme. 

Regarding what we learned from survey: only 13% people among informants know 
enough of their car’s condition, 41% people express it is too hard for them even they 
intend to know. 66% of the informants have no idea about the procedure of car 
diagnostic. 72% of the informants do not have the basic knowledge of vehicle 
diagnostic parameters. It reflects customers eager to get professional service, but they 
do not clearly know what information is needed. If Wanxiang can provide solutions to 
satisfy this customer need, offer an opportunity to let car users have enough relevant 
knowledge, it can be a business opportunity to Wanxiang or attractive reason let car 
users choose Wanxiang. Moreover, there is a potential benefit for Wanxiang, after car 
users have enough knowledge they will clearly understand why the vehicle-healthcare 
is reliable and better than normal car check-up devices.  
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When car users leave their car in vehicle diagnostic center or similar place, they usually 
meet a situation that they have to take metro or bus during no-car-time. To know if this 
existing service is useful to customers from, we get data that shows how many 
customers have the experience and we contact some of them to check if they want this 
service and the reasons. The result of survey illustrates only 23% informants can get a 
replacement car when they are in this situation. One informant expressed he feels 
inconvenient during the no-car-time; he has been used to driving instead of taking bus 
or metro. Especially in big cities in China, buses and the metro are crowed, driving is 
much more comfortable. The informant said he preferred to the service company offers 
a substitute vehicle during the no-car-time. This outcome inspires us that a company 
provides substitute vehicle during the time, car users would have choice to decide either 
apply for the substitute vehicle or take bus and metros. This information contributes 
building PSS service scheme. 

In order to receive customers’ suggestions and avoid ignoring some important 
customer perspectives, we set up open-ended question in the survey. From the 
survey’s outcome, we received many valuable feedbacks. Firstly, informants 
mentioned many times that they hope the car check-up company constructs direct 
cooperation with insurance company, and 4S stores (in China, authorized car 
dealership are called 4S stores or 4S car shops; 4S includes Sale, Spareparts, Service, 
Survey).Car users hope the company provides convenient service to save their time; 
moreover, car users desire receiving accurate equipment testing their car and high 
quality service help customers avoid bad experience. Regarding this part, we realize 
from customers’ perspectives, a good car check-up company needs to satisfythe very 
important needs that are reliable test, saving time, and having collaboration with 
insurance company. 

The following table concludes the survey result, and lists the factors the informants 
pointed out in the survey. 
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Table 4.2Survey result conclusion 

Category Factors Comments 

Product 

 

Device performance Device in high level, better performance than average 

and test more types of data is more attractive to 

customers 

High quality device Customers cannot get high accuracy data when suppliers 

use low quality device 

Service Guarantee always have car to 

drive 

Some customers need substitute vehicle while their car 

is in testing or maintenance 

Reliable service Customers want to know the real condition of their car 

but there are some maintenance center exaggerate the 

truth for earning more money 

Shorter time The company need to skip unnecessary phases to save 

customers’ time 

Want to know testing procedure Customers will feel safer when they are clear about the 

testing details 

Insurance collaboration Customers want the car check-up company to suggest 

insurance company  

 

In conclusion, current vehicle-healthcare test in Chinese market has many 
disadvantages, thus customers cannot receive satisfied service. According to the survey 
outcome, from product part, customers hope the car check-up company use good 
quality and high performance device to give them reliable testing result when the 
company processes vehicle-healthcare test. From service part, customers require 
convenient, efficient, and reliable service. This survey result generate the customer 
needs for Wanxiang. 

Customer needs 

The customer needs we used is from the survey we made online which is 
caruser-oriented and the survey is taken by 120 car users, they have given plenty 
valuable ideas, suggestions and advices, we select and categorized them in product 
aspect and service aspect.  
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 Product aspect: Car users eager to receive precise vehicle-healthcare testing result, 
and the testing result only includes the needed data. Moreover, informants also 
want the company can guarantee car users always have substitute vehicle during 
the vehicle-healthcare testing time. The high product quality and the functions of 
the vehicle-healthcare device support the precise result and customer-required data. 
Regarding substitute vehicle, the company needs to provide durable vehicles to car 
users during the testing time.  

 Service aspect: By seeing the survey outcome, informants’ feedbacks showed car 
users require professional employees, to guarantee the testing result is precise 
without operating mistake. At the same time, car users call for other interrelated 
services, such as insurance suggestion, reminding service, even education chance 
to understand the current situation of their car and help them choose 
vehicle-healthcare company.  

To summarize customer needs from product aspect and service aspect, we list the needs 
in the Table 4.3: 
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Table 4.3 Customer needs 

Category  Customer needs  Comment  

Product 

 

Required data in testing result Car users want to receive the testing result which only 

includes the data that car users required, more convenient 

for car users and save their time 

High quality vehicle-healthcare 

device 

Car users desire to get reliable test, the quality of test device 

is a key factor 

Substitute vehicle Car users want durable quality substitute car when their car 

is in check-up  

Service   Efficient service Car users need efficient service to save their time, skip 

unnecessary phases 

Education opportunity Many car users have no enough knowledge to judge if their 

car have problem, and which vehicle-healthcare company is 

reliable 

Wanxiang establish 

cooperation with e.g. 4S Store 

Most Chinese car users choose 4S Store to do car check-up 

and maintenance, and want to have more options can get 

better check-up service 

Wanxiang establish 

cooperation with insurance 

company 

There are many insurance company in China, car users want 

to get suggestion to help them choose insurance company 

Customized service Car users have different purchasing power, some car users 

have luxury car, this part of car users want better 

vehicle-healthcare device to do check-up work for their car 

Professional educated 

employees 

Professional employees can precisely operate the 

vehicle-healthcare device, car users can get accurate test 

result 

Reminders for periodic 

inspections 

Car users often forget send their car to do periodic 

inspection, they want reminding service to remind them  

4.3 Result of Quality Function Deployment 

Since the focus of this phase is figuring out the supplier requirement to Wanxiang, we 
have made some changes based on the general Quality Function Deployment (QFD), 
we drop the redundant part we do not need for the thesis (more details of QFD process, 
please see Appendix 5).  
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We chose 5 parts from the completed QFD, what we chose are:  

 customer needs,  

 the importance of customer needs, 

 supplier requirement, 

 relationship matrix 

 Importance of the requirement. 

The customer needs 

This step takes the needs which have been previously gathered as input to the QFD 
matrix.Authors havelisted and categorized the needs, and give them the short 
description to explain why they were chosen.  

The importance of customer needs 

This is a step to weigh how important each customer need is and we vote for each we 
list in the matrix. The importance is from 1 to 5. 

Supplier Requirements 

Based on the information from the survey, we come out the requirementsto Wanxiang, 
which guide Wanxiang improve its work to satisfy the customer needs. The supplier 
requirements are summarized in the following table (more details please see Appendix 
5). 
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Table 4.4 Supplier reqirements 

Relationship matrix 

Evaluating the relationship between customer needs and company requirements is a 
relatively complex task. We set four different levels by four scores (0,1,3,9) to model 
non-existing, weak, medium and strong relationships respectively. By doing this 
mapping, the customer-oriented requirement is the most important aspect, as evaluated 
by this matrix. Subsequently, this point can bring some valuable ideas for us to come up 
with solutions. 

Requirement Category Comment 

Device performance Product (quality) Offering  high quality device to attract more 

customers 

Substitute car Service(corporation 

between companies) 

Most of similar company haven’t offer this 

kind of service in china 

Offer customers the real 

information of their car 

condition 

Service(information) This is vital because honest is very important 

and competitive in China, since some 

company has not realized this, particularly in 

China. 

Training/improving 

employees 

Service(stuff) Stuff act a very important role in customer 

impression 

Working model/scheme Service(efficiency) Company should settle a efficiency working 

scheme 

System service Service(corporation) They should establish a service system and 

this is the trend 

Providing 

education/introduction for 

customers 

Service(company scheme) This is used for satisfying the special customer 

needs in China, sometimes they don’t trust the 

company 

Seeking strategic partners Service(corporation 

between companies) 

Similarly, it is a important step for establishing 

a service system 

Customer-oriented Service (company scheme) In this condition, customers can get what they 

want and they do not need to pay for what they 

dislike. 

Survey monitor Service (company scheme) This is a long term plan and customers’ 

feedback can help them, it is necessary to pay 

more attention.  

Share high quality standards 

and vision with partners 

Service (corporation 

between companies) 

In this way, they can establish more powerful 

service system, customers will trust them 

more and more, this is rough especially in 

China 

Company’s criteria/research 

& design department 

Service (company scheme) This will help company self-improve a lot. 

High criteria 
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Importance of supplier requirement 

This section is based on data in the relationship matrix. The data is used for evaluating 
how supplier requirements affect the customer needs. Subsequently, authors got the 
final data of the importance of the supplier requirement. Based on the result, the authors 
identify the solutions which will satisfy the customers’ need in terms of Brainwriting. 

4.4 Brainwriting solutions 

The following tables in this chapter contain our ideas to satisfy the customer needs. The 
Brainwriting process is based on the results of benchmarking,and QFD.In addition, the 
thesis focus on figuring out a way to sell the vehicle diagnostic result, how to use the 
data in the result should be considered. All the solutions from the Brainwriting serve as 
the inspiration to the PSS-based service scheme. 

Brainwriting from benchmarking 

Similarly, authors come up some ideas from benchmarking as well. See table below: 

Table 4.5Outcome of the brainwriting from benchmarking 

Ideas from benchmarking learning How to apply the idea 

Tire maintenance service The tire is easy abraded by rubble and glass during 

a long journey, so periodic check the tire condition 

is necessary, tires are easy punctured on the way 

and cause troubles 

Flexible payment options Diversity payment term such as pay per month, 

pay per year, pay per function 

Associate the data with your social network account Send key parameters to Facebook, email, Google+ 

etc. It is convenient for customers’ friends, family 

or maintenance consultant to know where the 

customers are and how things are going. 

 

Brainwriting from QFD 

After the QFD process, theBrainwriting session clarified the following ideas, see Table 
4.6.  
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Table 4.6Outcome of the brainwriting from QFD 

Ideas From the 

QFD 

How to apply the ideas 

Guarantee  high 

quality device 

Get certification for the device; let the customer trust the component quality. 

Get trust from car 

owners 

Provide training/educating opportunity for customers, this opportunity means, some 

customers want to understand the meanings of those testing parameters among our 

survey informants.  Besides, when customers really understand how the professional 

team works for them, they will be convinced that the testing work is reliable.  

Get professional 

impression from car 

owners 

Professional engineers proceed periodically inspecting for the vehicle-healthcare 

device performance  

Only allow professional team to do testing work, the team includes who are skilled, 

have specific knowledge, experienced engineers. The most important thing is that the 

engineers must be familiar with the testing work of the vehicle-healthcare device 

Keep the report 

simple 

Provide the car diagnostic outcome in terms of the car-disease description. This part is 

for the customers who do not want to know any testing process or professional 

knowledge.  

Strategic Corporation 

and partner selection 

Establish strategic cooperation with car rental, car maintenance, component sale 

systematically 

Communication with 

customers 

Communicate with customers by events and let customer see how much they can save 

by Wanxiang’s service  

Advertisement Media group work (commercial AD) shows how the vehicle-healthcare device can be 

professional, reliable, and advanced. 

 

Brainwriting of data using 

For many customers, the raw technology features make them feel confused and they do 
not know what the data means. In this section, we try to come up with ideas how to use 
the data, see table below:  
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Table 4.7 Outcome of the brainwriting from data using 

Ideas  How to apply the ideas 

Childlike monitor 

game 

 

Add children into the monitor process by developing attractive games; Games could be 

influenced by the car condition. Apply the vehicle data into the fun game. Imagine that 

they raise a cute pet in the game, then the pet show different expression based on the 

vehicle condition. For example, once the car speeds up too much, the pet would shout 

exaggeratedly and its fur caused turn mess because the wind. If the car vibrates heavily, 

the pet would complain that it’s hard to fall asleep. Similarly, if the CO2 emission is on a 

high level, the pet will look like it’s being poisoned. This is a good method to educate 

children with some basic insights about the vehicle such as, not to drive too fast, drive 

steady, and to control the CO2 emission. Children indirectly concern the car condition by 

this type of games. At the same time the child will require the parents to slow down the 

speed and drive smoothly since his pet gets uncomfortable. although it’s just a idea so far. 

Quantify CO2 

emissions 

 

Drivers always care less about the CO2 emission, since they think the CO2 produced by 

their car per day is so small that it can be ignored. But if we both think about the 

emissions over a car’s lifetime (10+ years) and also see each driver as a – small but 

important – part of a collective of motorists, the influence one can make by driving in a 

more “lean” manner is substantial. Furthermore, it is important to make them understand 

how they contribute to harming the environment in that a large statistic. Based on the 

capabilities of the system, it is possible to think of creative ways of offering the driver this 

feedback. 

Compare 

performances 

with other cars 

People in China prefer to compare many things with their friends or colleagues, every 

time when the driver starts up their car, there can be a reminder to show a healthy rank 

compare with other cars in a same vehicular network for instance, through a social 

network. 

Life prediction 

 

Not only detect problem, but also predict the component’s life according to the data we 

collected. It facilitates the user take an advanced action before some parts breakdown. 

Also, it might facilitate the user to drive in a way that wears down the components less. 

Audialand 

vibrating alarms 

 

Generally, while driving there is a risk that the driver dozes off, especially after driving 

for a long time. This is dangerous – especially on the expressway – hence, if a product 

could customize analysis the driver’s habits, it would be possible to detect and warn 

before he feels fatigue. As a result, the steering wheel could vibrate heavily and the 

speaker would scream to make a joint effort to wake the driver up and attracts his 

attention. 

Related news 

broadcasting 

 

Sometimes it is more effective to enhance the driver’s attention to safety by broadcasting 

information of accidents from similar kinds of driving. The information can remind them 

to not be so fast and keep a distant with the front car otherwise the same accident may 

happen to you. 

Establish network Establishing the strategic systematic cooperation with other stakeholders (e.g., insurance 

company, 4S, car club) so that it’s convenient to offer the customer diversity services in a 

single time. 
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4.5 Stakeholder 

Our goal is expanding Wanxiang’s business which based on result-oriented PSS 
concept and the vehicle diagnostic device. Nowadays, Wanxiang only uses the 
vehicle-healthcare device to support their inside work and the collaboration with their 
clients. To achieve our goal, we have to know car users’ needs and then we can know 
what kind of stakeholders beside Wanxiang and Wanxiang’s clients need to be included. 
Hence, our work asks for the stakeholder analysis after found out car users’ needs. 

Stakeholder selection 

Depending on the survey outcome, the most popular service is insurance, and many 
informants mentioned normal maintenance and repair, we need to proceed with 
stakeholder analysis. The stakeholder analysis result is used to select Wanxiang’s 
expected cooperation companies. And this work supports us building PSS-based 
service scheme.  

Current cooperation companies: 

A123 System  

The company has strategic investment with Wanxiang, A123 System is a developer and 
manufacturer of advanced Nan phosphate. Lithium iron phosphate batteries and 
systems. They plan to have further cooperation in clean energy area. A123 System have 
cooperation with Wanxiang is for extending the market in China andthe cooperation 
makes effort to Wanxiang’s social mission, and helps Wanxiang move toward their 
sustainability goal.Hence, A123 System does not make sense for our work; it is not 
involved in our business model as a factor. 

GM & SVW 

They are Wanxiang’s clients and getting vehicle diagnostic test by the 
vehicle-healthcare device.From the contact person interview, we know GM and SVW 
choose Wanxiang, the reason is vehicle brake system is Wanxiang’s main production 
Wanxiang use the vehicle-healthcare device to test the brake system for guaranteeing 
the product quality. Moreover, Wanxiang can test more parameters than other 
inspection or car check-up stores, so GM and SVW believe Wanxiang has professional 
engineers and high performance device, and get the guarantee of the accurate testing 
result. However, these two companies are manufacturers, even we cannot collect 
enough information, thus, we do not consider them as a factor in our scheme. 

In sum, we do not consider A123 System, GM and SVW as factors in our work. 
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Insurance company selection 

Chinese insurance companies are in a great competition, the insurance companies 
invest much found in commercial and media groups to advertise their insurance service. 
Insurance suggestion from a reliable vehicle-healthcare company is one imperative 
need of customer needs. If Wanxiang provide insurance suggestion for car users, the 
insurance company will be able to reach more customers.  

Wanxiang extends their business rely on result-oriented PSS concept, it requires 
Wanxiang to offer both accurate the vehicle-healthcare test result and other service to 
satisfy customer needs, so provide insurance suggestion to customers is as a part of 
service. 

Customers have to buy insurance either they research insurance company’s information 
by themselves or get suggestion from Wanxiang. To satisfy customer needs the 
insurance company must be reliable, have efficient service, and suitable price. 

Synthesize many car users’ evaluations and comments on the internet, the most popular 
vehicle insurance companies in China: 

 PINGAN (Ping An Insurance (Group)) 

 PICC (The People's Insurance Company (Group) Of China) 

 CPIC (China Pacific Insurance (Group) Co., Ltd.) 

These three insurance companies have largenetworks across China, and have reliable 
social image. To select the most suitable insurance company for Wanxiang, we analyze 
PINGAN, PICC, and CPIC from price and service perspectives. After we searched 
abundant information to get the following analysis  

 Price 

Compare insurance product price, CPIC is higher than PINGAN and PICC, and 
PINGAN has similar price with CPIC, but there is only little difference among the three 
companies. Currently, except traditional ways many insurance companies selling their 
insurance product through telemarketing, in order to decrease the cost and provide 
more benefit to customers. New cars get insurance through telemarketing, PINGAN 
and PICC provides 15% discount for customers, and the PINGAN insurance price is 
lower about 100 CNY than PICC. In addition to PINGAN provides insurance selling by 
e-sale, and in this way compare with traditional way customer can get more than 15% 
discount.    

 Service 

All three companies offer basic types of insurance, each company also provides their 
own additional insurance options, and they all have service outlets in Shanghai.  
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Customers’ convenience and how efficiently claims are managed are the most 
important factor when they choose insurance company. According to customer’s 
comments and car insurance claims assessment, PINGAN uses shortest time.  

PINGAN has shorter history than PICC and CPIC, the company uses media group to 
advertise more than other two insurance company, customers can easily know how to 
contact PINGAN. 

In summary, PINGAN is more appropriate than PICC and CPIC for Wanxiang’s 
cooperation. 

4S Store 

As we know that Wanxiang has not used this device in Chinese market yet, it is possible 
to make benefit from cooperating with other maintenance stations. Wanxiang provides 
technology and test result to car users through the cooperative companies.  

In China, 4S Store is the most popular place that car owners buy the car maintenance 
service and car check-up service. From survey informants’ response, 4S Store can be a 
partner for Wanxiang, because 4S store has good public image, their work contains 
provide sale, spareparts, service, and checkups. Many car users choose 4S Store 
because they believe 4S Store are professional, provide good service and are 
convenient, this due to 4S Store having accurate equipment and professional crews.   

On the other hand, private owned garage or repair store is hard to implement 
systematically manage, and thus it is difficult to assess whether the staff is professional. 

The network of the stakeholders 

 

Figure 4.5 Cooperation working net 
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From the customer perspective, customers would like to do the least amount of work in 
the network; at the most, they should only need to give feedback to Wanxiang. For 
companies, collecting customers’ feedbacks is one of the most primary activities to 
keep improving their services. 

Wanxiang hasconnections with customers, 4S Store and PINGAN insurance company. 

 Wanxiang & 4S Stores 

Wanxiang get more customers, and get survey results from 4S Store, because 4S Store 
is very popular for car users in China and has survey in their work. 

4S Store can apply the better vehicle-healthcare test result to car users from Wanxiang, 
then 4S Store can satisfy the car users who want their cars to get the test includes more 
parameters, this collaboration improves 4S Stores service options. 

 Wanxiang & PINGAN 

To obtain insurance suggestions from a reliable company is one of the customer needs. 
If Wanxiang can build collaboration with PINGAN insurance company, it means 
Wanxiang can satisfy the customer needs. 

PINGAN can get the information of customer needs from Wanxiang, by looking at the 
vehicle diagnostic results, PINGAN can know the most common problems that car 
users meet. Using the customer needs to optimize their insurance service and develop 
new insurance products to car users.  

 Wanxiang & Car Users 

Wanxiang can get feedback from car users, and understand what car users want more as 
roadmap to improve their work.  

Car users can get better vehicle-healthcare diagnostic result from Wanxiang without 
paying the expensive vehicle-healthcare testing device, get insurance suggestions, and 
know more about their car condition.  

4.6 PSS-based service scheme for Wanxiang 

The final scheme is embedded result-oriented PSS concept. The service items are 
developed to make profit by the vehicle diagnostic result. We take an overview of the 
scheme and then givedescriptions to the ‘vehicle-healthcare’ report, the customized 
dashboard and the idea of the monitoring game. 
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The overview of final scheme 

 

Figure 4.6 The overview of the PSS-based service scheme 

Based on result-oriented PSS concept, the final scheme is built. The vehicle diagnostic 
result serves as the basis to develop the services. The overview explains how to make 
profit by the result that is the diagnostic data, and what kind of key factors should be 
involved in the services.  

The PSS-based service schemeconsists offivesub-modules (see figure 4.6): 

 Historicalrecords 

According to Wanxiang’s device function, the device is able to save all the collected 
data as historical records. The records reflect the past conditions of the vehicle. Users 
can use current data to compare with the historical records, in order to see if the car has 
the trend of damage.  

 Offlinediagnostic 

It is mainly used to judge the condition of a car, the professional engineers to take into 
and find out the problem as soon as possible. 

- Vehicle-Healthcare report 

Based on the diagnostic data, it will generate a vehicle-healthcare report to customers. 
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The customers would understand the diagnostic report most easily, which is an 
important step for attracting the customer to choose Wanxiang’s service. 

- Stakeholder opportunity 

As the thesis mentioned in Stakeholder section, 4S store, PINGAN insurance company, 
and car users will obtain benefit by Wanxiang’s vehicle diagnostic service. 4S store and 
PINGAN can reach more customers, improve their work, and offer more service 
options to their customers. As for car users, they will have the professional vehicle 
diagnostic service, and obtain the reliable insurance suggestions from Wanxiang.  

It expands Wanxiang’s business based on result-oriented PSS concept, which is the 
company delivers the vehicle diagnostic result to Chinese market, rather than directly 
selling the vehicle diagnostic devices to customers.  

 Onlinemonitoring 

- Monitor game for children 

Wanxiang could combine their data with childlike game by giving the data life. If their 
children’ advice is more effective during the car user are driving. 

- Customized dashboard  

For instance, Wanxiang would give the customers professional advices about how to 
make choice. However, there are also some car owners want to check the condition of 
other components. Wanxiang can also satisfy these needs. 

 Lifeprediction 

- Extract feature parameter 

According to the functions of Wanxiang’s device, it can extract feature parameter from 
car components. Then Wanxiang’s crews can analyze the components condition to 
predict their use life.  

- Component recycle 

Since Wanxiang is a vehicle component manufacturer, the company can recycle the 
broken component. And it will use advanced technology in recycling process to achieve 
Wanxiang’s sustainability goal.  

 Companycooperation 

To expand Wanxiang’s business that based on the vehicle diagnostic device, Wanxiang 
has to choosereliable, sustainable partners. Thereby, and customers would prefer their 
service.From the survey, it shows that most of the customer complained the insurance 
problems. 
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Figure 4.7Two categorized customer choice 

In general, customers could be categorized into two groups, one of them know nothing 
about their vehicles, so they can send their vehicle to engineers and finally get a 
diagnostic report to know their cars’ condition. This report could give 
recommendations to help them determine the car componentswhich should be repaired 
or replaced.They also could consider buy insurance for their cars. Another group of 
customers has a regular habit to check their cars, they know which component of their 
vehicle is weak, and they can monitor their cars’ states by themselves. For this group, 
they can rent a device and use customized dashboard to test their cars, after that they 
could make decisions if it is necessary to pay for any maintenance services. In addition, 
if they rent the device, Wanxiang may provide the game monitoring service add more 
fun to drivers and their children. 

The details of the vehicle-healthcare report 

In the final scheme, we come out a vehicle-health report according to the diagnostic 
process. This report includes check item, status indicator, suggestions and prices. 

1. Check item 

Check item is the list contains the components, which the customers want to check. 

2. Status indicator 

This indicator has three statuses that represent the component in good, normal, bad 
conditions respectively. 
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3. Suggestions 

Suggestions are clarified after Status indicator, which from the engineers. The 
suggestions will let customers know what problems their cars have, and see what 
solutions they can take. These suggestions contain also the recommendations of 
maintenance store, insurance service. All of them will be reliable for the real condition 
of the diagnosed cars. 

This report can provide a holistic view of vehicle condition, or those parts which 
customer specifically concerned about. The solutions and the cost estimation are 
provided as well, but the final decisions are totally depending on the customer.  

 

Figure 4.8 The vehicle-healthcare report 

The report comes mainly from five steps:  

 Prepare hardware and software 

 Calibrate sensor and configure device  

 Data acquisition  

 Data analysis  

 Generating report 

Figure 4.8 gives an example of how noisy data is collected and, after analysis, how 
recommendations are provided. 
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Figure 4.9 Process of generating the report 

The process of generating the report 

1. Hardware and software 

Hardware: sensors, CompactRIO, monitor 

Software: LabVIEW 

2. Calibrate sensor and configure device 

To guarantee the stability and reliability of the post-experiment data, all sensors should 
be calibrated.For instance, we choose noise and vibrate generators to calibrate the 
microphone. Firstly, we add a little sponge between the calibrator and the sensor to 
prevent from sound wave diffusion. Then verify if the experimental results are in good 
agreement with the theoretical value. The sensor should be changed if the error with 
experimental and theoretical value is outside expectations. Contrarily, we could get 
ready to move to data acquisition phase and preset-related parameter on your computer. 

3. Data acquisition 

The process converts analog data intodigital signals, and these data will be saved in 
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computer. The analogs data usually includes sound, vibrate, pressure, and CompactRIO 
serve as a primary device responsible for collecting data. 

4. Data analysis 

Using feature parameter extract diagnostic to separate the key features out of 
complicated signals, judge if the component is in a good conditionby comparing with 
the standard value. According to the database, the engineers will give the performance 
assessment and the solutions in the data analysis.  

5. Generating a report 

Finally, the system would automatically generate a report of the vehicle diagnostic 
result to the customer. Then the customer will be able to receive the reliable result and 
suggestions to help them make decisions for his or her car. 

Generally, the most important data for the car diagnostic includes noise, speed, and fuel 
amount. The data will serve as the index to produce the diagnostic test report to the 
result-oriented PSS business. For example, since any car part generates noise while it is 
working, the engineers can extract noise data and then use the data to judge whether if 
the car part works well, or use the data to analyze what the reason is to cause the harms. 
In addition, the real time data of speed and fuel amount are used to be the parameters for 
warning function in the dashboard.  

 The process of generating the test result and report 

The analysisflow diagram (Figure 4.10) interpret how the vehicle diagnostic report is 
generated. It includes the steps:  

 

Figure 4.10 Analysis flow diagram 
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1. Place the sensor on the part that needs to be tested to acquire the needed features 
data. 

2. Combine the analysis from SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform), and the 
primary analysis that based on the engineer’s experience to generate needed 
feature data. 

3. Use feature parameter extracttofindoutthesignalfeaturessuchas, frequency, 
amplitude, etc. 

4. Discover to whichvaluerange the featuresbelong. 

5. According to differentvalueranges, lookup correspondingresults from database. 

6. The system automatically generates thereport. 

Wanxiang’s engineers have established the database,which contains the failure causes, 
and each failure has a corresponding solution in it. They cananalyze and find out the 
possible reason of the vehicle failure by checking the signal feature data in the database. 
After the analysis, the engineers cangive solutions to the car users. Finally, the system 
would generate the results in a report. 

The benefit and value with this approach 

 For customers: the customers can receive the diagnostic report and know the car 
condition without buying a device or analyze the data by themselves. Moreover, 
according to the function of CompactRIO, the device can extract many types of 
signals, and translate the signals into corresponding parameters. Customers can see 
more parameters not as OBD system only gives fixed types of data. Therefore, 
customers can get customized service such as customized dashboard, and receive 
the needed parameters in the vehicle diagnostic report. In addition, customers 
purchase the report instead of buying the expensive vehicle diagnostic device. In 
this case, customers can get the diagnostic service with cheaper price. 

 As for stakeholders: the stakeholders can get the diagnostic report which enables to 
explain the failure causes and clarify maintenance solutions. Moreover, they can 
get information of customer needs from Wanxiang in order to optimize their 
business. 

 For Wanxiang: the result-oriented PSS concept is embedded in the work that brings 
the inspiration to Wanxiang in order to expand its business. Based on the vehicle 
diagnostic, the firm should develop the service and build network with the 
stakeholders to acquire more customers. Since the approach focuses on figuring 
out one way to deliver the vehicle diagnostic result but not directly sell the device 
to customers, Wanxiang can save the cost on manufacturing the device.  
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Childlike monitor game 

As a disclaimer, so far, these are just ideas that have not been developed; developing the 
game could be a part of the further work. 

As an inspiration from solutions of creative data usage, games can use the car’s 
condition as input to control the game play.  

Thereby, game-play experience is based on the data we collect from the car, which 
means if the car users drive their car well, the game will operate well. Otherwise, if the 
data appears abnormal, the game will crash. 

For example, the game can look similar to Angry Birds: 

 

Figure 4.11 Angry Birds-influenced game concept 

The game can be played well in normal conditions. However, if the car is driven in a 
bad way, the structure which pigs live in will crash itself before you hit it, at the same 
time, the bird will fly on the top of the screen and say: “Oh my god, please drive 
smoothly. I want hit the structure myself”.Similarly, if the car is driven too fast and 
above the limited speed, the game might stop and appears several crying birds, saying: 
“Please don’t drive so fast, I cannot stand your speed”. 

 

Figure 4.12 Abnormal situation of childlike game 
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If the exhaust gas emissions are beyond the standard, the game might crash and a black 
Angry Bird show up, saying: “Oh my god, exhaust gas almost kills me. I need fresh 
air”. 

Customized dashboard 

Based on the new capabilities of the Wanxiang’s device, we can explore new 
possibilities for designing customized (based on the car’s condition) dashboard 
interfaces and transplants it on users’ phones or iPad. Users could many choices until 
find their preferred dashboard icon from our list, and only add the parameters 
whichthey are interested. In addition, the customized virtual dashboard has warning 
functions to catch customer’s attention and turn back to eco driving. Next see the figure 
below: 

 

Figure 4.13 Sketch of a driving simulation from normal driving to warning 

This figure simulates three different conditions of driving process to show what’s the 
interface might look like and how each icons change in different conditions. In our 
interface drivers could drag a preferred icon from the right list and then observe if 
changes happen. The first one illustrates that during normal driving, all the parameters 
are normal.The second shows how those parameters would looklike when speed up. As 
we see, if relative data approach to the critical value, colors changed to attract user’s 
attention, finally the third represent if data beyond critical value the system would 
remind the user to check corresponding part or give you some suggestion, such as brake 
when the car speed is super-fast, or warn you notice the tank when oil exhausted. 

The experiment of the customized dashboard 

In order to test if this way is available and make sense to users, we help Wanxiang make 
a real experiment to verify this idea. Authors selected an ordinary chip and download 
our system onto it to see if it works as our expectation. If the function could be realized 
on that chip, then we can use iPad or cell phones which have a far better develop 
environment and powerful function to develop more beautiful interface. 
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Figure 4.14 Experiment for Wanxiang to test customized dashboard (Zhang and Wu 
2013) 

During the experiment we test if all collected data are accuracy and are converted 
correctly, there are three examples at here: 

1. Vibration test 

First of all, lay down a piecewise hemp rope ahead of our car, the car would be bumped 
as soon as it runs over the rope, at that moment, observe if there is any dramatic data 
change in vibration waveform compare to previous on flat road. If it does, it indicates 
the vibration data could be correctly converted along with outside environment.  

2. Brake test     

Brake in an emergency after speed up the car to 90 km/h, due to the sudden brake, 
variables like vacuum, pedal force, pipe pressure should be sudden changed as well. 
observe those dynamic change data and its corresponding time point to test if the 
realtime performance is excellent. 

3. Long trip test 

This test focus on the stability of data, observe if those data could continuously update 
without crash during a long journey even if users make some wrong operation. The long 
trip test usually last more than 2 hours. We experienced different road conditions like 
downhill, uphill, bumpy street and deliberately made some wrong operation to see if the 
data run well.   

After a long trip experiment, the performance of data achieves our expectation, not only 
the flexibility but also the stability make drivers satisfied and they would like to 
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transplant these services to their mobile devices.  

As a result, we come up with customized dashboard will be attractive to customers. 
Moreover, we expect that the dashboard can be displayed on mobile devices, such as 
smartphone and iPad, which have a better resolution ratio so that can make a not just 
powerful icon but also more beautiful one.      

4.7 The application of business model canvas 

The above results provide the information to reveal the business potential which based 
on the vehicle diagnostic device. The business model canvas outlines the information 
and highlights the potential to Wanxiang.  

Key Partners 

PINGAN 

4S Store 

Key Activities 

The vehicle 
diagnostic service 
development 

Marketing  

Value 
Propositions 

The  
’vehicle-healthcare’ 
report 
 

Customer 
Relationships 

Technical support 

Network of 
stakeholders 

Customer 
Segments 

Chinese car 
owners 

Key Resources 

The vehicle- 
healthcare device 

Professional 
engineers 

Company 
cooperation 

Channels  

Partner stores 

Traffic 
announcement 

Social media 

Cost Structure 

Service development cost 

Hiring employees 

Marketing cost 

Revenue Streams 

The ‘vehicle-healthcare’ report sales 

Figure 4.15 The business model canvas of Wanxiang 

 Customer Segments: Since Wanxiang expects to build the business to Chinese 
market, Chinese car owners is included in the Customer Segments building block.  
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 Value Propositions: The Value proposition is the ‘vehicle-healthcare’ report 
enable the customers understand the condition of their cars. The report contains 
the diagnostic result, maintenance suggestion, and insurance recommendation.  

 Channels: Chinese car owners usually purchase car check up service from 4S 
Stores, they are required to buy insurance, so the partner stores can be onechannel 
to reach customers. In addition, traffic announcement is very popular in China, it 
is an efficient channel to reach car owners. Since social media is very popular in 
China, and it is a cheaper channel, it can be a good channel to acquire customers 
as well. 

 Customer Relationships:To maintain the relationships with Chinese car owners, 
the technical support is the most important relationship. The technical support 
provides the high performance device, the vehicle diagnostic service, the database, 
and professional engineers (the details we discussed in Chapter 4.6). In addition, 
the network of stakeholders is built to optimize Wanxiang’s service to customers. 
The cooperation with PINGAN and 4S Stores is used to dive suggestions of 
insurance and maintenance to customers. Since the customer needs are not 
constant, the connection with customers includes obtaining feedbacks from 
customers in order to understand what they want.  

 Revenue Streams: The business is embedded result-oriented PSS concept; it 
expects selling the vehicle diagnostic result to make revenue. Hence, the main 
revenue stream is expected to come from the ‘vehicle-healthcare’ report sales.  

 Key Resources mean the most important asserts which allow the business to 
create and offer a value proposition. The high performance device(Wanxiang’s 
vehicle-healthcare device) and the professional engineers are the essential bases 
to provide the diagnostic report for customers. Building the company cooperation 
with PINGAN and 4S Stores is in order to acquire more information to give 
maintenance suggestions and insurance recommendations. 

 Key Activities: in order to acquire and retain Chinese car owners, the key 
activities are developing the vehicle diagnostic service and marketing. The 
service should be formed according to the PSS-based service scheme.  

 Key Partnerships: to optimize the business, PINGAN and 4S Stores are the key 
partners to Wanxiang.  

 Cost Structure: to generate the business, the main costs will be spent on 
developing the vehicle diagnostic service, hiring employees, and marketing. 
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In a sum, in the current early business stage, developing the vehicle diagnostic service 
is the most important thing. The company also needs to figure out how to reach 
customers and sell the diagnostic result. 
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5 Discussion 

Firstly, this section follows the results from the methods which are used for answering 
the research questions. Secondly, the outcome of stakeholder selection and the network 
of stakeholders is debate. The effect of the final PSS-based service scheme is discussed. 
The application of business canvas will be discussed as well.  

5.1 Discussion of benchmarking 

The benchmarking includes two phases, firstly, the comparison between OBD-II and 
Wanxiang’s device; secondly, the investigation of services from Torque and DiNA 
Technology.  

The thesis uses the comparison to understand the advantage and limitation of the device. 
OBD system monitors the fixed type of data (temperature, fuel status, engine status, 
velocity, throttle, exhaust gas emission), in order to detect the pollution from car 
emission. Wanxiang’s device used CompactRIO which can monitor more data and save 
all collected data on it. Since the functions of Wanxiang’s device allow users to choose 
needed data, Wanxiang can give customized service to customers. Comparing with 
Torque, their customers only need to buy an adapter which can plug in the OBD-II port, 
and then connect with an Android tablet, they can process the diagnostic by themselves. 
The preparation for Torque can be completed by the customers themselves. However, 
CompactRIO requires to place sensors on the tested car components. It means when 
customers order this service, they always need professional crews to install the device 
in their cars. In addition, the device currently cannot give diagnostic testing to collect 
many signals (tire pressure, the amount of brake fluid, cleanout fluid).  

Regarding Wanxiang has not offered its vehicle diagnostic service to Chinese car users, 
the result of service investigation brings the inspiration to the firm. Torque offers 
customized dashboard, black box, and DiNA provides vehicle of internet technology 
and apps to customers. Based on the capabilities of Wanxiang’s device, customized 
dashboard is considered as a service idea. In addition, the dashboard should be able to 
display on mobile devices.  

However, the OBD-II is not in Chinese market, there could be a gap between different 
markets. Moreover, there should be many similar devices with Wanxiang’s device 
which have not been used to deliver service to car users. It is difficult to know this type 
of competitors in China, which may have better devices. There are possible other 
competitors may complete the service development earlier than Wanxiang. 
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5.2 Discussion of survey result 

The survey covers the feedbacks from informants, and the results emphasize the 
customers want high quality vehicle diagnostic device and reliable test result. The 
survey seeks out customer needs, which expect Wanxiang to deliver customized service. 
The customized service should offer the diagnostic result that only contains the data 
which customers required, and the customers should be able to understand the 
diagnostic result. However, the survey only focuses on customers, it does not consider 
Wanxiang’s cooperative companies. Moreover, it is difficult to get the information of 
Wanxiang’s business when the authors design the survey questionnaire, so it might not 
cover enough aspects to capture customer needs. 

The result of survey is the key to understand what product and service car users desired. 
It is helpful to select stakeholders to Wanxiang, for example, we can know which 
companies are popular for them to get service for their car. The survey is one efficient 
approach to capture car users’ experience the experience can be nice or terrible, car 
users can come up suggestions to Wanxiang. At the same time, Wanxiang can set up 
solutions or business plans to satisfy customers’ needs and avoid make same problem as 
customer mentioned in the survey. 

5.3 Discussion of QFD 

QFD process transform customer needs into the company’s responses. To sum up, the 
responses consist of offering high quality device, delivering reliable vehicle diagnostic 
result, providing customized services, and building cooperation with other companies. 
The result of QFD serves as the basis for Wanxiang to develop its business which based 
on the vehicle diagnostic device. To give better vehicle diagnostic result, the device is 
required to have good performance, the diagnostic data should be accurate, and enable 
to offer only the needed data which customers want. The diagnostic result must reflect 
the real condition of the vehicle that does not exaggerate the problems. The customized 
services include providing training course to the customers who want to learn the 
knowledge of the diagnostic, and checkup the car parts which customer asked. The 
cooperation should be with car repair shop in order to give Wanxiang’s service in the 
places where they usually inspect their cars’ conditions. In addition, insurance company 
also should be considered in the cooperation, customers reflect they will feel save if 
Wanxiang gives insurance suggestions to them because the firm has good social image. 

However, the QFD is a customer-focused method, all the customer needs come from 
the survey. Since some of the informants are not car owners so their feedback could be 
less valuable. Also, the informants may not want to spend time on answering the 
open-ended question, they may not reflect their real feelings. In addition, QFD focuses 
on customer needs only, it ignores other factors. For example, QFD does not concern 
cost, it could lead the business at financial risks. 
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5.4 Discussion of Brainwriting 

The Brainwriting comes up with the possible solutions to the PSS-based service 
scheme in order to satisfy the customers’ needs. The ideas are clarified that based on the 
results of benchmarking, and QFD, they also consider how to use the vehicle diagnostic 
data to improve the service to car users. All the generated solutions are the inspirations 
to build the PSS-based service scheme. Such as providing diverse payment options to 
buy the services; offering training opportunities to the customers who want to know 
more about vehicle diagnostic; figuring out ways to use in time data. Moreover, some of 
them are described with details in the service scheme. However, Brainwriting is a quick 
method to generate ideas, the original ideas from each participate influence the 
outcome. When processing this method, the time is limited, not all participants can 
fully express their ideas in writing. Therefore, it is possible to decrease the quality of 
the solutions.  

5.5 Discussion of stakeholders 

The selected stakeholders to Wanxiang contain the insurance company (PINGAN) and 
the car repair shop (4S Store). The insurance company selected according to the car 
users’ online ratings. 4S Store is suggested by the informants of the survey, and this car 
repair store is the most popular one in Chinese market. Depending on the stakeholder 
selection, the thesis generates a cooperation working net among PINGAN, 4S Store, 
Wanxiang, and car users. The car users only obtain the synthesized information from 
Wanxiang, the information consists of the vehicle diagnostic result, the insurance 
suggestions, and car maintenance suggestions. The network should be reasonable to the 
selected stakeholders, because the insurance company can reach more customers by 
Wanxiang’s suggestion, and 4S Store can provide more options of car maintenance 
services to customers in terms of the vehicle diagnostic. 

Depending on Wanxiang’s current situation, the firm has no any stakeholder for this 
business to car users. We consider Wanxiang’s location is in Shanghai, they are a 
competitive manufacturer in braking system. The company has reliable public image; it 
is possible to get collaborations with other companies. When choose cooperative 
companies, the work must contain car users’ needs and their experience. However, we 
did not have enough business information as we mentioned above, there is limitation 
for choosing these stakeholders. 
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5.6 The PSS-based service scheme for Wanxiang 

By reviewing Wanxiang’s current condition, the information from the contact person 
that product one vehicle-healthcare device will cost 5,000 USD, and they hire 
professional engineers and trained staff to do the test work for Wanxiang’s internal test 
work and their clients GM and SVW (more information see Appendix-01). 
Furthermore, Wanxiang has absolute domination to decide how to sell the result. Due to 
the cost is 5,000 USD for one vehicle-healthcare device that is even more expensive 
than a car, it means it will be an extremely high expense to an individual customer once 
the customer for purchasing the vehicle-healthcare device, so product-oriented PSS 
will be not likely implemented to Wanxiang. In addition, the use-oriented PSS is used 
for satisfying the customers who want to buy the use or functions of products, but most 
car users do not have enough knowledge to operate the vehicle-healthcare device.  

Hence, we choose result-oriented PSS to Wanxiang, and suggest them sell the 
vehicle-healthcare test result to customers.Thus, car users buy the result is enough to 
know the car’s condition, and at the same time get suggestions from professional staff. 
Whilst, Wanxiang costs less to manufacture the device, in another word provides fewer 
products, less pollution for environment, and move towards more sustainable. It is 
complied with their social mission that taking social responsibility and care about 
sustainability. 

The PSS-based service scheme is described in form of the overview, which contains 
five key factors: historical records, offline diagnostic, online monitoring, life prediction 
for vehicle components, and company cooperation. This overview outlines how 
Wanxiang can use the vehicle diagnostic results to expand its business by developing 
services. The diagnostic results are able to judge if the car has the trend of damage, 
generate vehicle-healthcare report to car users, and reach more customers to 
stakeholders (PINGAN, and 4S Store). 

Since the device detects and stores in real time data, it can save all data as historical 
records. It also enables to develop online monitoring services. In this thesis, authors 
come up with two ideas which are customized dashboard and monitoring game. They 
are used to interpret how the online service solutions look like. The customized 
dashboard idea is explained by the experiment description. The dashboard should be 
displayed on mobile devices, e.g. smartphone, iPad. However, the monitoring game and 
customized dashboard are only ideas which have not been realized. Before developing 
them, Wanxiang needs to think about the investment for developing them, and other 
risks in development process. 

Wanxiang’s engineers have established database and categorized the data into normal 
scope, abnormal scope, and fatal scope. The diagnostic results can be used to predict car 
components’ ‘life expectancy’ by comparing the diagnostic results to the feature 
parameters. Once the components run out of its life, Wanxiang can recycle them in time. 
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Since sustainability is also Wanxiang’s social responsibility, the recycling process 
should be a sustainable way. The company cooperation module highlights the key 
factors when Wanxiang choose collaborators, the cooperative companies must have 
good service attitude, high quality product, and have integrity. As for collaborative 
companies, they can optimize their businesses.  

However, there is an obvious disadvantage exists in the service. Before starting the 
vehicle diagnostic process, it always requires a professional engineer to complete the 
preparation process. Since the engineer needs to apply sensors on the tested car parts 
and install the vehicle-healthcare device, customers cannot run the diagnostic process 
by themselves. Few customers would need and have use for Wanxiang’s device, but 
many more would be able to use something that is more customized and user friendly. 
This limitation will hinder expanding the business. To solve this problem, the 
company should figure out a solution to provide the same functionality with a more 
user friendly device configuration. For this purpose, Wanxiang should develop a new 
or update device which is easier to use. 

In addition, the results from benchmarking, survey, QFD, and Brainwriting are the 
basis to establish this PSS-based service scheme. Since there are limitations in those 
approached, the scheme may containuncertain information. Moreover, when Wanxiang 
develop the service it must have concrete plans and the firm may have had cooperators 
can be the alternatives to replace PINGAN and 4S Stores. The company is possible to 
deny the stakeholder selection. The scheme is still need to be verified during real 
practice. 

5.7 Discussion of business model canvas application 

The business model canvas serves as a tool to outline the current business potential, but 
it does not go into deep of the details. All the items are clarified which based on the 
current vehicle-healthcare device, and the customer needs from the survey.  

The most essential work in a new business is acquiring its customers. Since we find out 
the device is not user friendly enough, Wanxiang must develop a new or bring an 
updated device to acquire enough customers. Let customers can complete the whole 
vehicle diagnostic process. To remain the customers, that requires Wanxiang provide 
the technical support and build the cooperation with the insurance company PINGAN, 
4S Stores, and customers. PINGAN and 4S Store are the potential partner companies 
according to the survey result, but may not all customers want this cooperation.It is 
lacking of consensus with all customers, and can be a barrier to let customers 
participate in this business. In addition, it is possible the selected partners have 
potential conflicts that make it difficult to realize the cooperation. Moreover, 
Wanxiang has not built any service to Chinese car owners, it would need a large amount 
investment to develop the service to address the new business. The service should cover 
the content that we mentioned in the PSS-based service scheme. Once the company 
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settles down their service development plan, it can estimate the cost and set up the price 
of the ‘vehicle-healthcare’ report. 

However, this canvas only sketches the potentials to Wanxiang. Before running the 
business, the firm is required to focus on the market researching, product and service 
development, risk analysis, etc. The canvas is far away to guide Wanxiang’s work. 
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6 Conclusion 

Wanxiang has been using the vehicle diagnostic device to support its inside work and 
providing the diagnostic service to its clients Shanghai Volkswagen and General 
Motors, but not delivering any service to car users. There is a business potential to 
make profit if Wanxiang can deliver vehicle diagnostic services to car users. This thesis 
is expected to generate a service scheme to inspire Wanxiang to develop its services 
which can make profit by selling the vehicle diagnostic result. 

This thesis researches how others build business based on diagnostic result, and collects 
customers’ feedbacks. This gives Wanxiang’s insights into delivering services to car 
users. It also researches which companies can be its cooperators, and build network to 
customers. Combining the results to build a service scheme which outline how 
Wanxiang can satisfy customer needs. 

By interviewing Wanxiang’s contact person authors understand the firm is more 
focusing on manufacturing and selling its product, but not giving same effort on service 
development. Benchmarking is used to understand the advantages and the 
disadvantages of Wanxiang’s device, it is compared with others. In addition, it 
investigates how others deliver the services which based on the vehicle diagnostic 
results. After benchmarking, the authors use survey to capture customer needs, and add 
open-ended questions to get more feedbacks. In order to transform the customer needs 
into company’s responses, QFD is applied to generate the service development 
requirements to Wanxiang. Next, using Brainwriting to come up with the possible 
solutions that explain what services Wanxiang should give and how to provide them to 
car users. Since result-oriented PSS concept is considered in this work, all the solutions 
focus on making profit by the vehicle diagnostic result, rather than selling the 
diagnostic device. Then analyzing Wanxiang’s which companies can be Wanxiang’s 
stakeholders, and how to build the stakeholders network. The final PSS-based service 
scheme is generated which integrates the results of previous processes. 

The results of the thesis are discussed in the following section, they enable to answer 
the research question and sub-research question, and the answers are: 

(1) Measuring the performance of Wanxiang’s device by comparing with other 
product, and investigating what services others use to sell their vehicle diagnostic 
results.  

To understand the strengths and the limitations of Wanxiang’s device, the thesis uses 
benchmarking to compare it with OBD system. Also, it invests Torque APP and DiNA 
to know how they build services based on the vehicle diagnostic result. The results 
contribute to come up with solutions when building Wanxiang’s service scheme. 
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(2) Gathering customers’ feedbacks by survey is the basis to figure out customer 
needs. 

Using survey to gather the customer feedbacks, it reflects what services are the 
customers expect. The answers in the open-ended question contains many customers’ 
reflections both positive and negative. After survey, the customer needs are developed. 
Moreover, the result from survey indicate what services Wanxiang needs to deliver to 
satisfy these needs, and explain what services are attractive. In addition, it is a basis to 
select possible stakeholders, and to Brainwriting the solutions which should be 
involved in the service scheme to Wanxiang. 

(3) When embedding result-oriented PSS concept in the service scheme, the business 
potential which make profit by selling the vehicle diagnostic results is generated. 

Depending on the result-oriented PSS concept, the service scheme focuses on how 
Wanxiang can expand its business by selling the vehicle diagnostic result. The key 
aspects of the PSS-based service scheme are historical records, offline diagnostic, 
online monitoring, life prediction, and company cooperation. The overview of the 
PSS-based service scheme explain how it can help Wanxiang sell the vehicle diagnostic 
result. The PSS-based service scheme serves as the inspiration when Wanxiang is 
developing its service which based on the vehicle diagnostic device. 

Future work 

The thesis work depends on result-oriented PSS concept, and it has done the initial step 
for Wanxiang’s business, which is based on the vehicle-healthcare device. There are 
plenty of domains we still can explore and improve; these are the aspects we clarify as 
follow: 

1. Provide a compact device 

The disadvantage of the current device is that customers always need a professional 
engineer to complete the preparation process before starting the vehicle diagnostic. 
Wanxiang must provide a compact device which is more user friendly and enables 
customers complete the whole vehicle diagnostic process. 

2. Implement concrete measures 

In this thesis mentions Wanxiang can provide test report, knowledge course, and 
insurance suggestion to car users; provide particular engineers and device to 4S Store; 
give customer needs of insurance to PINGAN. These measures are really basic and 
have no concrete measures, Wanxiang can develop more cooperation forms with these 
companies; they also can directly offer more service to car users; for insurance 
company, Wanxiang can choose more appropriate company rely on their working plan 
and conditions. 
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3. Vehicle of internet 

The inspiration from benchmarking of DiNA Technology, create vehicle net is in favor 
of capturing car users’ needs; for the company, can proceed with statistic of car 
conditions, for example, which automobile part is the easiest to get damage; for car 
users, they can share car using experience, and provide feedback to related companies. 

4. Wanxiang’s practice 

When Wanxiang start to use the vehicle-healthcare device in the market, they must 
meet many unexpected situations. The company needs to establish more strategic 
collaboration with other organizations. To bring convenient to car users, Wanxiang can 
develop APP to them; car users can receive the desired information through electronics 
such as iPad, smartphone. 
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Appendix1: Information from Wanxiang’s 

contact person 

Questionnaire for Wanxiang 

English version 

1. What are the types of data from device are most important for Wanxiang? (reason: 
try to understand what the device can bring to Wanxiang) 

The important types of data from when a vehicle is working, these are velocity, 
deceleration, displacement, line pressure, vacuum degree, pedal pressure, pedal 
travel, vibration  and noise of brake shaft part. 

They cannot say which data is the most important one for them, due to it 
depends on what they will expert or detect. For instance, regarding noise 
comparison test, the most important data are vibration and noise; velocity, 
deceleration, displacement are primary for100 kilometers-braking-distance test. 

2. Why do you need invest so much founding to buy and use this device but not use 
other cheaper ways? (reason: try to understand why they buy the device) 

Current competitors in the market are:  

Model 3802S Compact Data Acquisition System, LINK, U.S. 
( http://www.linkeng.com/Libraries/Featured_Items/Model_3802S_Vehicle_DAS
_Spec.sflb.ashx) 

VBOX Vehicle Testing Systems, UK (http://www.velocitybox.co.uk/) 

Compare with the vehicle-healthcare device, above products are much more 
expensive.  

In addition to cheaper products which depend on ODB standard, they only can 
test few types of data.  

3. Do you plan to sell this device? (reason: try to understand their consideration what 
‘product’, device/selling the testing result, they prefer to offer China’s Market) 

They will not provide the device to customer because there are many related 
patent with suppliers whom supply software and hardware as well as other part of 
this device. 

4. Their main work now is offering testing result to clients. 
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5. Do you have your own automobile service stations? In Shanghai or also other 
province/cities?  

Wanxiang do not provide automobile service stations for car users, but they 
have their own testing lab and particular workshop. 

6. During your work, what are the most challenges, developing product/developing 
service/ maintenance? (reason: Wanxiang haven’t started using PSS concept to 
support their work, we want to understand what we can think more based on PSS) 

The biggest challenge is maintenance engineering because of huge workload. 

7. Do you use any tools or module relevant with Innovation (5S) or sustainability? 
Do you have particular person in charge of sustainability work? (Reason: their 
commitments mentioned ‘sustainability’) 

Their sustainability work rely on many international standards and focus on 
product, manufacturing environment and working environment, try to avoid the 
contribution of environmental impacts. Wanxiang have professional engineers in 
charge of sustainability work, and afford regular training to employees.  

Wanxiang have been also using 5S concept to develop their productivity. 

8. What is department or manufacturing process they are using lean production? 
(they are constructing Lean Production in their webpage ) 

Wanxiang’s work includes Lean production application in management, 
operation, and manufacturing process, the webpage is constructing this module 
just due to the company lack of IT engineers. 

9. What do you want lean production to bring for you, if it is using in manufacturing 
workshop? 

Increasing manufacturing efficiency, productivity and profit is what lean 
production brings to Wanxiang. 

10. During your work which is most-energy-consumption process? (Reason: 
Wanxiang is manufacturing industry company so that they must care reduction of 
energy consumption) 

The most badly energy consumption is for Inertia test bench, CNC machining 
center and Central air conditioning. 

11. For your production process, which part is the largest investment, 
employees/training founding/buying equipments/technology exploring? (reason: 
try to search the possible parts which we can improve for Wanxiang ) 

Developing technology, hiring engineers, invest on experiment equipments. 
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12. For your service process, which part is the largest investment, 
training/employees/management/collaboration with other companies?( reason: try 
to search the possible parts which we can improve for Wanxiang) 

Product manufacturing, purchasing, and supplying management. 

13. What are the working-parts that SAP software support to? (Wanxiang is using SAP 
software represents the terms “Systems Applications and Products in Data 
Processing.” It is related to ERP, which is “Enterprise Resource Planning.”) 
(Reason: try to understand what is the tool they are using and for what?) 

It is related to ERP, SAP software is used to financial area and purchase 
sample part of product, PDM (product development management) is used to 
manage the data of product. 

14. Regarding offers this vehicle-healthcare device/testing result, which province 
Wanxiang will focus on? Only for Shanghai or the whole country? Reason: 
different market selection have different scheme  

Right now the device is only used to Wanxiang in-company work. 

15. In general, how much time will take to check out a car by this device? (Reason:   
this factor might influence the customer’s choice ) 

It depends on specific objectives’ requirements; different objective will take 
different time. 

16. How much is the expected price to provide a detecting test of vehicle by this 
device?(Reason: if the price is too high, the customer won’t choose it) 

It also depends on different objective and specific requirements. Wanxiang do 
not directly offer product or service to car users only to their clients. 

17. Who are the stakeholders of Wanxiang relevant with the device? E.g. suppliers, 
competitors, etc.(Reason: we will use this information for analysis wanxiang with 
TSPD) 

Collaboration companies:  BYD, Volkswagen AG. 

Competitors: LINK, VBOX 

18. How much is the cost to manufacture one the vehicle-healthcare device? (Reason: 
the price of diagnosing process is based on this information) 
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They can find similar products in current market, either the product is too 
expensive or it is limited by supplier, so that Wanxiang invest on this device it 
only costs around 50,000 dollars.  
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Appendix2: Survey result 

Q1: OBD Have you ever tried OBD (on board diagnostic)relative product? 

 
  

Yes 12 

No 91 

 I know OBD but not so much 17 

   120 

Q2: Currently, what services are you using for your car? 

 
  

 Insurance 74 

 Periodically doing vehicle diagnostic 41 

Simple on-board detective device(offering real-time 

information) 

16 

 Others 32 

   120 

Q3: What kind of vehicle diagnostic service do you prefer? 
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 Offering the customization information (result of diagnostic) 

directly 

29 

 Offering all the results and 

customer can choose needed information. 

64 

 Cooperation with other 

service,such as renting car, insurance. 

19 

 Others 8 

   120 

Q4: How could a vehicle 

diagnostic service enhance your experience?Which do you prefer among the following factors? 

 
  Please mark the stars as its 

importance 

 Clear introduction of the technical details 4.16 

 Assessment of the conditions of the vehicle  4.26 

 The performance of the vehicle-diagnostic 

device 

4.34 

 The strength of the 

vehicle-diagnostic device 

3.74 

 The accuracy of offered information of your car 4.4 

 Communication timely by mobile app, message or  

phone calling 

4.12 

Traininghow to understand the offered 

information 

3.7 

 Professional team 4.3 
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  120 

Q5: Which of the following factors you care about when choosing a vehicle 

diagnostic  service? 

 
  Please mark the stars as its importance 

 Price 4.14 

     Reputation/ public image 3.97 

 Functions of the service 4.27 

 accuracy of the information 4.43 

 After service 4.43 

 Recommendations from experts 4.15 

 better life 4.38 

  120 

Q6: Do you really know the condition of your car? 

 
  

 I have no idea 56 

  I want to know, but it is too hard for me. 49 

 I know enough 15 

   120 

Q7: Do you know about the procedure of your car diagnostic? 
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 I have no idea 78 

  I want to know, but it is too hard for me. 31 

 I  know enough 11 

   120 

Q8:  ?Do you have basic knowledge of vehicle diagnose parameters? 

 
  

 Yes 33 

 No 87 

120 

Q9: Can you get a substitute vehicle 

when your car is in the vehicle diagnostic center? 

 
  

Yes 27 
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No 93 

120 

Q10:  What is the general cost of a single car check-up 

 
  

RMB 1000-2000 ( Euro. 115-230 ) 60 

RMB 2000-3000 (Euro.  230-345) 28 

RMB 3000-5000(Euro. 345-575) 9 

Others 23 

120 

Q11: Which will be the most likely reason to stop the 

company’s service? 

 
  

 technical problems 31 

 Difficult to use (hard to understand) 20 

cannot provide my desired service 60 

 Other 9 

120 

Q12: ?

Please , could you give other constructive suggestions? if you have any cooperation with the insurance company to 

guarantee accuracy of your offered information. 
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Appendix 3: Business model canvas 
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Appendix 4: QFD Matrix 

 

 


